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A PNTRODUCTION

I I I
Beginning :in December, 1975 th& California State,DePartMent

. . . - . .

of Education has- administered the California High School'
a

oficienck Examination coispty five; times.. Ztudents,who

ass the exam maywith parental permisSion4,1eave 'scho0.1
1

up to two years before'they.would otherwKe be permitted

to. Because of,its potential effects on the largest secon-

dary education-system in the United States `tit CHSPE pro-
.

gr'arft,has generated :considerable interest oh the part .o '

policy makers and the ptiblic alike., This study ,is-the

major effort to provide a substantial basis for'under-

standing thp,,CHSPE program' s origin,=,kntents',..dontent, ini-
.

tial,experience,:and secondary school response.

This study focused on four specific areas described beloW

by the Methodological)techniques best suied to each:

44Sn historical-overview to provide the legislative

and implementation background and to explore the

climate which led. to the'innovative concept of an

"early-out exam.

° Questionnhires, given to a sa4ie of the December,

1975, exainees.' The questions which have most

frequently arisen concerning ;the CHSPE program have

Jpeen: Who, among tnoseeligible would take the exam?

Why would they do so?;(and What qualities and expe-

riences would these who-passed and those,who

respeative% haVe in crLmon?

10
-
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0. queetkonnaires which were mailed' to all high schools
7

in the State to explore' the ichopl response to)both'

.10

-the CHSPE programram and to those.Students. who take

the' exam. CommOn

did the school: 1

questions were: From what Source

of the CHSPE?; Hoi was infOrma7

tion aboUt the CHSPE diss inated (in the schools?;
,

What were the attitudes of various groups or indi-
,

viduals in the 'schools regarding the CHSPE?; ,What

curricular changes occurredas a result of the CHSPI
4

.

and What was the naturd of-the interaction between

schbol-autlorities and students Agarding the CHSPE?.

A structured interview instrument which was given

to:a sample of diStrict.puperintridnts and school)

principals to elicit those responses not easily ob-
.

tainable oh `a mail 'survey instrument'and to solicit

expressions of local policy and'opinion regarding the
,

CHSip program.

Sturdy' Designry

.t

The major data-gatherin components, of the studi-Weredesigned

with three primary groups as targets: the December 1975

CHSPE administration cohort;.those school personnel .in secondafy
,

schools who would be likely to know the most gout the CHSPE

program; and, top administrators in the districts, and schools.

The choices that examinees made in the year. and a half between
I .

the exam and the survey Sand are sti11 makihg), whether they

clearly have implications for cur-passed the exam or not,

riculum development and counseling strategies.



Knowledge of examinee characteristics %type Of,school
4

:tended,qrade leVel,.socioreconoMi0 status, aryl do forth)

is,the desiderata` from which prograMmatic chdAges ensue.

The school respons to the CHSPE program largely deeermines
#

the,"success! of the program, since `the sbhoolt largely

control practical "access ". ,3o' the progfam. Top, admiilistra-

-,tors set the policy, and influgnoe the school-le response
,

to the CHSPE program--these policies (or lack of them),
,

opilutots, 'and school- level modus operaridi are the basic

elements of school response.
e

Examinee characteristics component. The aim of this cora-
.

ponent of te study was to describe the examinee population,

to determine what did happen to a sample Of. the December,

1935, c.ohort and to assess what effect the'exam'had had in

terms of the, larious options the examinees subsequently ex-

ericised. The selected' examinees were contacted nearly. 15,

months aftet taking the CHUE and were questioned on demo-

gaphic ;rariables, affective variables, variable p dealing

with extern)l i.nfluence on their lives °and variables, re-
010.

litiniF to the decision makjerig process

A 10 percent stratified damplerwas tanaomly selected frop

the group of approximately 12,000 examinees-who took the'

CHSPE in Decerrber, 1975. The stratum was pass/fail status

ot the exam: .The. -pass rate was 4,5 percerit:Jn=5`000)- 'thus.

540 Paa'se.rs and 660 ,non-passers were telected to receive

questionnaires. The questionnaire was field tested in

January -andjebruary nd

on February 24;1977
-

r'

mailed, to members,Of,,the sample



School survey component. The way in which the CHSPE pro-

gram, as ah innovative elemcnt, weaves its way into the

school'structure is the salient issue around whiCh this

phase of thik study revolved. How the schools accommodate

CHSPE program, giVeq the powerful 'financial disincen-

tit.largely;determines.the "success" of the program in

the senseof presenting a true option to students. If large

numbers of stdents are aware of the CHSPE and perceive it

!,

as a realistic aPte* rnative, then the schools must adjust

accordingly, pesumaBly in the areas of counseling and cur-

ricular revision. Lackof student interest may Stem from

a number of factors, most of them under the control of-the

schools.

A school questionn.dTSe was constructed in an attempt to

elicit the relationship between the CHSPE program and a

variety of school related variables. The questionnaire was

field tested in January rd sent to all Schools during the

period February 24 through -March 1, 1977. Questionnaires

were sent to 1,'.654 public and private high schools, among

which were 1,280 public high schools, including public jun-!

for/senior high,4chools; senior high schools, evening and

adult high schools, and continuation high schools; and 374

private liigh schools. The questionnaire was directed to

the person in each high school most knowledgeable about the

CHSPE. In 42 percent of the cases this was a (or the) guid-

ance counselor; in 30 percent of the cases this was the

principal. Generally, guidance counselors know more about



6

the "nuts and bolts" of the CHSPE than do any other individuals

in the school; and counselors presumably also reflect school

policy.

Personal i terview com onent. District and school personnel

interviews were conducted during the last tw2 weeks of Apil,

1977, in an attempt to elicit responses not easily obtainable

on a mail questionnaire and to obtain information'directly

from high-level administrators. The, interview target group

consisted of a sampleiof 30 district superintendents and

30 high school principals. The purpose of this effort was

not to contact the person most knowledgeable about the CflSPE,

but to contact the individual who was the spokesperson for.
#1,

district or school policy. Knowledge of the attitudes of

these top administrators toward the -HS13E program is crucial

in assessing the cHSPE's impact on the schools.

An interview ihstrument was constructed to obtain both fact

and opinion from_the interviewees. Questions were gener-

ated from screenings of the, initial reSpodses from the

school questionnaires, as well as from 00hsiderations of

district/sstiool policy. The result was a 33-question'-struc-

tured schedule with most responses pre-coded and comments

solicited on each question.

14
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SUMMARY OF-MAJOR FINDINGS

Examinees. While there is ,probably no "typical" CHSPE

examinee, certain trends emerge from-an examinationof the

characteristics of the average respondee. In 'the summary

which follows, some characteristics of the December, 1975,

,sample are summarized and-highlighted as being, more br less,

representative of CHSPE cohorts.

Slightly more females. (55 percent) than males (45

percent) took the CHSPE.

The pass rate for males was higher than for fertiales,\

(1.

although, since the r;Novembe 1 administration,

feMales have passed at a higher rate than males.

The majority (87,percent) of examinees reported
/

themselves as white, while only 1 percent reported

themselves as black and 2 percent reported themselves

as hispanic.

4r. The pass rate among examinees increased as a func-

tion of greater educational attainment by their par-

ents.

,the passing rate for examinees was highest arlicind-
,. .

those who reported their father's occupation as

"professional" and lowest among those who reported

thei father's occupation as "unskilled" or run-

employed.".

Slightly more than one-third reported living in

cl



small town or city (not a suburb); 28 percent in' a
4

residential' part of a large city; and 26 percent in

a suburb. The highest pass rate'occurred among

suburban dwellers and the lowest, pass rate occurred

among'those who reside in the inner part of ?large

cities.

one-half the exa inees reported they learned the
°&'

most about the.0 SPE from their school counselor.

Examinee's parents and peers were more encouraging'
L

than s-...hool officials in giving advice on whether

to take the CHSPE.

The majority of examinees (80 pe'rcent) were attend-

ing regular daytime high school; 12 percent were

attending continuation high school; and 6 percent

were not attending school.

About two-thirds of the sample took the CHSPE even'

though they believed they would graduate on sched-
i,

ule with their class.
A". )

'Nearly one-half the sample had paying jobs A the

time they took the CHSPE, and this group had/a- higher

pass rate than those who did not have paying job.

Almost all (94 percent) of the sample examinees

lived with their families.

:) Somewhat more than 80 percent of the sample reported

that not liking high school motivated them to take

the CHSPE.

Approximately 10 percent of the sample reported they



had (rto a great extent") to leave high schoolto-
.

earn money.

Fewer than 20 percent ofthe,,sample reported the

ity of increased freedom within ..he school

ent motivated them "to a great extent" to

take\the CHSPE.
I P.

Ned .two- thirds of the sample replied they were

possibi

environ

F

rnoti d "tgta great extent" to take the CHSPE in

order to gai'
,*

the a tiRD,:of

o' Nearly two-thirds of e Sample passers reported+

th_perfo;.mance on

their work or school

December.. CHSPE afcted SA

situation within the few months --

following the exam; ost,of the changes,telated to

'working, searching for a job, or

(predominan y community college)

Approximate

attending college

y 7 percent of the sample passed the

December CHSPE and received a regular diploma. This

percentage probably increa'sed slightly 'as a result

of the June, 1977, graduation which included some

of the December,, 1975,mid-year juniors.

The5HSPE Certificate of Proficiency is generally

accepted on an_ equal basis'with,the regular high

school diploma. Among those 195 examinees who had

alexpetience with either the acc t nce (Dr non-

acceptance of the CHSPE certificate vis-a-vis a

regular diploma, only a few reported they found the

CHSPE certificate not in parity with a regular

/



diploma for th'e following situations:='=getting into .

*school, 10 percent; getting into the military, 8

pefcent;'and getting' a job, 12 percent.

4

Mbst(75 percent) of the4assers left school earlier

=6,

their.normal,school pattern and took all the re-
,

-
hari they otherWise would have,, as a result of pass-

. . - v

ing',the CHSPE. .MOre twelfth-grade/passers (89 per-
,

cent) than eleventh-grade paSsers (68 percent) left

within one,.mdrith of receiving their results.

The majority (80 percent) of the passers, easily ob-

tained pareral permission to leave school.

Those,passers (25 percent), who chose toy remain in

school chos for the most part, not to disrupt

quired courses for graduation,.
t',It

J

Approximately dhefourth of those who Itqed the
. . {N ,4 .°4

December, 1975, CHS,PEre-took the exam in.- March

1976, with a pass rate of percent.
,

Slightly .less than one,thi d of the non-passers who -4

did not re-take the CHSPE indicated :their decisipn

igaS based in part on .their percertion that the
,

CHSPE certificate was-not equivalent to a.regular

diplpma.
A

One7quartet of the non-pasSers went on to receive,a

-regular high ;school diploma.
D

Examinees displayed a pervasive less-than-favorable

attitude toward high school, with no difference in

this regard between passers and non-passers. School.



grade point average is the only variable which,

showed a statistically:signifidant difference on a

school attitude scalethose with higher grades had

sP
mOre positive attitUdes toward school.

Passers had 'higher self-eSteem than .non-passers.

School survey. The following are the major findings from

'the school survey component:

4

Most of'' the publitity abdut,the CHSPE in the scilools

:consisted of poStip,g the CHSPE -Information :Bul.leXih.

More aggress.iye means of publiictzing fe.g. , rouspeak

ann9uncements talks' given' In class) Were used

sparingly. p.

. .
_

Ochoolyersonnel reported-more,"beow averagenthan
i;

"bright" studentintierested in thi'CHSPE.
/

.0 Schooli,prsonnel;in general, did notallo any2)

laxation of i'eeti4ir6.mektSI'for those who pa sed the

CHSpt and remained insschdol.

Nearly one=fifth bf those, school personnel who re

I

. .

sponded detected an increase in self-confidenct4

among students-who passed the CHSPE and remained in

school.

to Two-thirds,of the school persOnnel supported the

pdlicy o? not releasing the, names of non-passers.

One-third of the survey respondents reported an in-_

crwase in requests for study help and requests' for

guidance among those AO.d-did not pass the CHSPE.



- ,.

,Ao Nearly all (94 Perent) school pe;-sonnel resorted
.

th"atttheir 'school's had not modiffed their curricula ,

V4

.

../
as a result othe..41SPE program.'

1 - k

q)destionnaire respondents reported that amo g vari-

Ow groups in the Ahool, 4uidan0e-aounse ors aner
.

students were th6 most favdila4e toward,the CHSPE.

Three-fdurths of the school personnel respondents

indicated that loss of CHSPE passers, and subsequent

--
, .revenue logt

,

es were not viewed as'a problem in their-.
o

schools._ . .

, . . .

4
dontinuation high schocil respondents were generally.*

i
.

t Y
4 more positive, more flexible in theii- attitude to-

. :

w ard examinees, more willing to provide inse, ruc-

.
,o. ,

' ,

tional opportunities for PotAntial examinees, and

less Concerned.4Youp losses.of pe7student state
/,

aid than regular hightschool respondees.

District and school interview. The following are there-

`suits of personal interviews with 60 administ

o Top administrators perceived the CH as ganerally.

.antithetical_to local desires:

no control over who takes the teS

inistrators hava

114 do they con-

trol the content of 'the exam. SP

7 ,0
4Yie sample of district superintendents and school

pA.ncipals typically viewed the CHSPE as an alter-'

native for those §tudents who were unable to adapt

to the school environment--they'were.less enthusiastic

Y,

a mo

-;



.t ,,

J

about theW"brighter",students opting to take the

CHSPE:

13

The administrators did not place the state-issued

CHSPE Certificate Of Proficiency On'as,par with their

'local diplomas. However, nearly ndicated they

believed individuals who passedthesCHSPE;were as

qualified to enter the labor market as those who

were awarded a local'diPloma.

se, Nearly. all the top administrators reported that loss

.

half,i\

of state aid, as a -result of CHSP1cpasserS ,teaving

early, was negligible. Thig-findlng iepresents a

significant change in attitude since December, 1975:

More'than half the repondees recalled that in

DeCember, 1975, they believdd revenue losses result-

ing from CHSPE early leavets would be a problem.,
9

e Nearly three-fourths of those interviewed agreed

IC nclusions

-the. CHSPE should place emphasis on problems dealing

with daily living.
<6.

e Most ofthe-interviewees did not believe the CHSPE

would be a major,influence in their distric,ts or

schools in 'the pext'few years.

Et is an. inescapable conclusion that, the CHSPE program has

r
generally not significantly.modified the school environment.

There are some situations (e.g., declining enrollment) in

which the CHSPE program exacerbates the problems; there are



other areas (e.g.., counseling) where, the existence o-f the

CHSPE has aided the "schyols. 9enerally, thoughi-the impact

of the CHSPE_ program from the school's poin of view" is mini-

mal. There.A.re no arcane reasons -,why such i the case--in-
,

deed, the explanation is manifest: The financial disincen-
0.

tives are compelling enough as to effectivereclude a

pdsitille response by the schools. ,During the, last two years;

the school attitude toward the CHSPE,program has gone:frdm,

-de4 concprn to insoucianca reflection of the CHSPE's
. .

perceived and actual, thr4at tovtte status quo: The school 1

response from the CHSPE program's inception*, hasbeen to
/

adopt a passive ittide regarding.the publicity al5od,t the.

CHSPE.

The CHSPE program has not attracted great numbers of .exaM-

inees for many, reasons, some related to school responseand.

some not.. Lack of aggressive. publicity about the CHSPE

guarantees a low_ turnout and pinimal%intrusion into estab-

'dished school p4A. y. However, many students elect nat to

take the CHSPE or not to leave school after passing the CHSPE,

for reasons such as peer pressure \the condition -of the labor

market, and par*QT-Infltence, among many' others. Of those

who have taken the CHSPE and passed, most (75 percent). 4ave

elected to leave school; however, this percentage N,luld,prob-

i

ably change given that a,more representative group. would take

the CHSPE.under a different publicizing strategy.

The. CHSPE program has worked well for nearly 23,000 individ,-

,ruals under 18 who have passed .the CHSPE. Most reported that

m.

1
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they took the CHSPE to provide an option ,t0 traditional

paths. The CHSPE prograM has been most attractive to stu-

dents who are 1) "bright but bored" 2), middle-class .and of

at least average achievement who seek to maximize their op-
,

,tions and 3) those recalcitrants who are unable to adapt.

to the traditional _school, environments. tessethan 10 per-

Cent of those under 18 who took the CHSPE were'not attend-

.0ing school, clearly an, under- represented population consid-

ering the nature of the Program. Moredver, students. from

low-achieving schools are not taking the CHSPE--orke commonly,

reported reason being the di'ficulty of the exam.4 .

The financial impact -of the CHSPE program has been examined

primarily at the state levelin the,1975,-76 school year,

the net savings to the State General Fund, in apportionments

that would otherwise have been made,to local high schools, was
4;.'

nearly" ,5 million dollar. T'hi#,,apipe3k-imate 5 million dollar
t.

savings to the GeneraleFund was also matched by a. very,

roughly equal amount o unlevied local property taxes.

detailed ex4rginatios of the effects, of the CHSPE prograth on

the income and expenditures of local ,schools is beyond the

scope of this studY hut, nearly withdut exception, school

and district administraArs reported the drop in average daily

, -
attendance d to the proarariv as-negligible.

In summary, the CHSPE 'program hworked well for a feW"in-

dividuals, saved the state nearly,-5 million dollars in the,

first year of its opeAption, and had a negligible impact oh

the schools. As long .ris the severe financial disincentive
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A i

to the schools persistsl,these program outcomes will likely

remain,unaltered. The-singAmost effective intervention

to increase program participation would be to increase pub-
,

Xj.city both, within and!outside the schbols.

0 Q
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LEGISLATIVELAND IMPLEMENTATION Idro RY.

.

The legislative history of the California High School
.i-,

Proficiency Examination (CIISPE) program cannot be clearly-
,

explaine without a brief summary of CalifoThia A unique

law and practice Concerning compulsory secondary education.

California's compulsory attendante laws operate in two

stages. The%first stage-baSically requires all' young per-
.

) -

sons to attend school from'ages.six to 16 (EducatiFn Code

48200). The second stage ,requires young persons 16 "and

17 who have ot graduated from high school to ah,tend spe-.
I,.

clial 'co

.,;graduate

atipn" edUcation classes until they either

18 (Education Code .§ 48410). The basicor turn

continUation education. statute" is. of many years standing%

and'in fo refletts its original intent. It provides a

minimum at ndance requirement of only four,hours per week,

but also spec' that'young persons subject to" it Who

are' not, regularly employed must_ attend for a minimum .of 15

hours per, week (Ed ion Code§§ 48900A '48402). (recently

`changed frOm three hours per day--only one hour less 'than

the minimum required of students younger than 16)--thus

indirectly evidencing an assumption that a, majority of the

age group if covered would be emplOyed. Itsariginal pur

pose was to provide a continuing.lahk.with the .schools -- however

tenuousr-fk the mass of young persons who would, fts authors'

apparently believed, inevitablTgo to work at age 16.



The Education Code-lists m4nY poss4ble Alternatives t

continuation clas one of, which is cbnventipnal ,I;igti
. ,

went
.

school (Education Code 5 48410). AS tame wentt,after

tlig,'Original bnactment of:thissection, it became the rule--

statute not14.thstandint--that ,the largegtmajoityof

and.17-year:olds attend conventional'' high sChoOl with ton-

tinuatioh classes availa131e as an alternative for only a
. 4

Npry limited number of Selected students.

This situation'devej.oped.as a result ot two aspects of
.. _-
continuation classes - = their cost and their, image. ;Continp6,-

tion Classes are offered in, most districts (all districts

must either have'; their own continuation education ptogjam

or have a. fOrmal sharing agreement with another district

that does), in a separate, and-usually substandardi' plant.

Pupil-teacher ratios arerUite low, however, as required

to achieve continuation's mandated emphasis on individual

instruction accounting for the classes' considerabry

gkeater.than averag*fger-pupil cost. And thoug many, con

blossomed

on personal

tinuation schbols in.just the last few years have

into true, alternative school With much emphasis

v,allids within a small comAthity of teachers and students

and very contemporary curricula and instructional strategies,

their image in the commu ity and among students-who do not

attend them remains that of ".0W,security reform schools."

This latter fact stems from the universalpractice in recent

:years of district administrators referring to Continuation--

usually, on an ihVOUntary basis -- only,, those studentS who
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Were chronically truant, constantly in trouble in school,

or .who had run afoul of ail- law outside schpol.. Though -

now in many districts continuation schools occasionally at-

tract very bright And successful studen who have' learned

about And seek the relative perional fre m and sense of

community of the continuation classes, the old image lingers

Thus, diametrically . opposite to the apparent intent, of the

law, continuation education is the distinct exception for

California's 16- and 17-year-olds, most of whom go right

on in conventional high school as if the law considered

them no different from their younger fellows. That.is,

the ones who attend school go right on; many other, some-

'where around their sixteenth birthdays and the beginning of

their junior year in high school, become very, poor attenders,

truant, or simply dropouts. These three categories are not

discrete,,but. elusive semantic points alohg a'continuum--

and they present a problem which, though drfficult to obtain

reliable statistics about, most school personnel, parents,

,and legislators consider fairly serious.

Perhaps the most basic pproach to the problem of poor or

non-attendance is to eliminate the law which requires it,

and this veteran Senator (now retired) Stephen Tea

to do with a bill he introduced it early 1972. he bill

did not survive its first committee hearing, but there was

a significant amount of support for it./Then freshman st.r.len

'Gregorio, who had had the help of many high scliool and com-

munity college age young people in his campaign, believed



there was a serious problem in the last two years of high

school and saw the support;for the Teale bill'as perhaps

being the nucleus or a larger group of legislators who
)

would support some liberalization of required attendance

for 16- and 17-yeart-olds short of eliminating it.

As legislative expedient, Gregorio re-introduced Teale's

bill in the fqrm in which it had been feated (SBA 1112).

He intended ;pm the first,' to amend other provisions into

it, dropping its briginal language entirely. The elements

of Sa ramento's "education lobby"--the California Teachers'

21

Association, the California Federation of Teachers, the

California School Boards Associaton, the Associatioi of

California Schpol AdmLyistrators, and several of the largest

school districts, such.as Los Angeles Unified, San Diego

Unified, and so on--were unaware of this intent, however,

and advised Gregorio of their opposition with the same

unanimity and clarity that they'had mustered against

Teale's measure. These groups all regarded Gregorio as a

basically pro-education liberal, however; when he subse-

quently amAded the bill to eliminate any question of its

simply repealing compulsory attendance for 16- and 17-year-

olds they were reassured and relieved. Their official po-

si.tions became uniformly neutral, and the bill never gained

at much of their attention again. It is thus possible that

had Gregorio waited, and introduced his,bill in the form he

all along intended, it would have ultimately had more op- /

position than it did, since it would not have benefited.



frim being a lesser .1.1 as amended than-41 its btiginal

form. It is also and independently true that the education .

lobby's reaction to both bills evidences a perception on

the part of its members' of the general public displeasure

with the last two years of high school as it existed and

the consequent political vulnerability of compulsory at-
,

tendance for 16- and 17- year- oldt.A The education lobby

was prepared to fight strenuously to protect.that require-

ment's very existence but was much less concerned about

modifications of it--modificiations that might even actu-
:,-

allY take tha heat' off it.
64

Gregorio sought to exploit tis poss'Ible opening from the

first, stressing as he amended his bill that its new pro-

visions were a conservative approach to' what was obviously

a serious problem. (He frequently restated this assessment

throughout the bill's progrese through the legislature.)

The amended,bill, as Gregorio explained it, contained four

provisions. First, it added neiei language concerning con-

tinuation schools, in effect Creating the cle4or right for

stude'nts themselves to request placement in continuation

and requiring such requests to.be honored--unless the dis-

trict could not afford to do so'. Gregorio chose this course

in preference to requiring such requests to be honored in

all since doing so 'would have required a companion-

appropriation provision to cover the increased costs bf
4 r

larger continuation enrollments. He was confident that

then-Governor Reagan would h4ve vetoed any such appropriation

7%.
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and the rest of the bill it was in. In sum, then, this
Ny

provision would accomplish little in most districts, since

those districts were, already spending as Much on continua-
?

tilon as they Adeemed necessary--or possible. In anyzcase,

.the education lobby perceived it as innocuous.

The second p/148ision in the bill directed the Department

of Education to devise "a means to determine proficiency"

in high school level skills and provided that any student

-subject to compulory continuation education--that is, any

"16- or 17-year-old--could requist to have such proficiency

on his part confirmed. Such a student roula be awarded a -

I

Certificate of Proficiency which would explicitly not be

equivalent to a high school diploma. In form, this pro

sion would be a new section of the Education Code, cross-

referenced by a new addition to the existing list of al-

ternatives to compulsory continuation attendance (the list

&JO

which included attendance at conventional high school),

providing that a student who had thus demonstrated profi-

ciehcy could simply be' excused from compulsory continuation

$ attendance altogether, if he presented verified parental

permission.

The bill's third provision permitted such exempted students

to enroll in local community colleges in limited numbers,

.,s

.(not to exceed one percent of the total enrollment of any

given campus and then oily with the individual permission

for each student f the campus's president). The limita-

tion was demanded by the Deputy Director of the Department

30
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-of Finance, who .saw a distinct annual savings to the state'

for each student wtio left school early--but who saw,also

that in the first year the actual result could be an over-

all increase if all such studekpts iMMedia'tely enrolled in

community colleges, sin e per-s udent state.. aid to, commu-
Nc.

ity colleges is higher tha the corresponding idAo 'high

schools.' Of course the result over years would inevitably

be a saving, since'such studerits would flave reduced their

time in all public schools by an average of at least one
.2' -.

year, but thu concrete political reality of arinual budgets

tends to make Directors of Finance, and their deputies,

24

,)

worry about one year at a time, starting with the next one--

-and this Deputy Director Was no exception.

Th fourth and last provision of the bill, fully as,revo-
.

lutionary as the third, in principle, but more obscurel,

dealt with Regional Occupational Centers and Programs (the:

`difference between a "Center" and a "Program" ies in
P

whether or not there is a central facility)1% ROC/P's

provide specifically vocational training to persons,16

and older. Originally intended to operate in conjunction

with begular or continuation schools for their minor s

dents and alone or, in conjunction with adult high schools

for adults, they award specific certificates of achievement
.

in such areas as auto body repair, upholstery, food

services, and so on. Greaorio's bill provided that in

addition to operating in conjunction with compulsory

continuation attendance, ROC/P's could also simply serve

as a complete alternative to it--this provision being just

,)



anothet addition to the statutory-.list of approved alter-

natives to compulsory continuation attendance. Its result

/would be that if a s udent 16 years of age Showed "satis-

factory attendance" (a then and still undefined term ap-

plying to institutions with onlypthe loosest attendance
4

accounting mechaLsms and practical ,administrative means

of nor inclination toward compelling attendance) upon as

little as, say, three-hours per week of auto mechanics, the

student would hav4no other atteridance requitement. Suich a

student wouldnaturillv forfeit the opportunity to earn a

high school diploma, but if he or she wanted to get out of(

academic claSses legally, this wouldjbe a means. All but

totally ignored at,the time, this provision is still little

known.

Out of this potpourri of provisioAs, inserted piecemeal in-

to gné f the'm6st complei areas' of the Education,

Code, would grow the CliSru-yrograM--unforeseen in its pre-
,

sent form by anyone then i v .ved., The bill did not even

contain an appropriation, gOng the Department of EduCation

time--until the fall of 1975 to develop the "means to de-

termine proficiency"--winstead of money.

Considering the form of the'amended bill, which included

terms key to. the operation of its provisions that were both

unprecedented'in the code-and undefined in the bill, the

specific bases of'the small amount of 'opposition that sub-

sequently emerged seem surprpising. The, first formal op-

position came from the NAACP, stimulated by the personal



opposition of the NAACP's Setramenteelegislative represen-
.

titive, Virna Carlson. Canson clearly communicated izo Senator

Gregorio.'ber belief that the state had an affieirtative,ob-

ligation to ensure .that minority children, among others,

attended school regularl. y and gained a solid txaditonal

education which would prepare them for'entrance to profes-
.,

laonal and other advanced trainin7. She believed that given

the opportunity to leave school without a regular diploma,

too many minority children would take it. It is a fair

summary of her position that'minority children should be

forced to gain a, traditional education for their own good

(and fiSr the good of all *acial minority members), despite

their own antipathy and their parents' indifference. Canson

testifi0 against the bill in- the first committee to hear

it and At her recommendation the NAACP's Western Regional

Director wrote a letter of opposition to Senator Gregorio

and the other committee members. The bill was,subse7

quentiv given a "do pass" recommendation ,by the com-

mittee, and though Canson' onal.and the NAACP's offi-
J

cial position on the bill never changed, she and the or-

gani;ation took no further action regarding it. The bill

was not a major issue to the NAACP, and failing to persuade

Senator Gregorio, whom she regarded as,generally a goad

vote for the NAACP, of the merits of her position Canson

eventually dropped the matter.

The only other opposition to the measure, came from California

Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA), a federally funded "poverty



144 agency 'eogaged primailly in providing-legal assista5
i

41
.. .

to farm.laboters and other poor, rural.minorities but %Mich'

also mounted a,significant lobbying effort in,,Sacramento.

CRLA's lobbying effort was surprisihOly effective, despitec'

its low budgetand small staff, be ause of the considerable )('\

personal effectiveness among progres ye legislators of its::..
.

bright and'dedicated young attorney-representativels. CRLA'

opposition to Gregorio's bill was elated to Canson's but

was somewhat more pragmatic: Its young, lawyers Were more

'.,,ponce, ned about the value of a diploMa itself than the vdu-

cation which it theoretically stood for.. They thought that

many ybung latinos, for example, might'well be better off.

outside Anglo-dominated public schools; but they feared

that the Certificate of Proficiency would be a "second

class piece of paper, inthat the bill expressly stated

it would not be equivalent to a high school diploma.

Also perceiving Gregorio as generally 'friend'of tle.group
r

they served, the CRLA representatives approached Gregorio,

told him of the basis of theiropposition to the bill as

stood, and requested him to amen51 it to make the, Certifi-

cate of Proficiency equivalent to a high school diploma.°

Gregorio expressed to them his grave concern that such an

amendment would likely make the bill, which the, CRLA other- ,

wise supported, impossible to enact. The CRLA represen-.

tatives ultimately agreed to drop their opposition to the

bill in return for Gregorio's promiSe to carry follow -up

legislation (which they promised to work to help pass)converting

2
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6,

the Certificate of Proficiency's.status to that of a high'

school diploma.

Gregorio did, however, -immediately amend the bill in re-
,

..28

sponse to a separate concern of the dRLA, one that had also

beqn expressed- by 'CanSon. This concern was that-some

schdol administrators would take advantage of the proficien-.

cy exemption from compulsory attendance as a mean La'"push
;

but" unwanted, because disruptive, minority studentS:

Gregorio's amendments completely mollified,CRLA's represen=

tativeron this account, providing that a student who had,

once left school under the proficienty exemption had the

'e'ePress right to re-enroll in the same school at any time

before he turned 18" (after which he could always enroll in

adult high-school program'offered in all districts or,

even in most community colleges, which may by law and usu-

ally do accept all residents who are 18 orsolder).

The bill's only close call came on the Senate floor. Gregorio,

in'his presentation'bf the measure, expessed.hls belief

that.the eleventh hour for compulsory school attendant be.r.

yond the ageof 16, was rapidly approaching unless amelio-

rative action were takeh, that absenteeism .and truancy'

rates, though difficult to verify, were unacceptably high.

He also expressed his belief, howeiler, as he did in each of

the four committees which ultimately heard the bill, that

the substantial majority of students were still content

with the conventional high,schools they attended and that'

relativelyfew yeung persons would ultimately take advantage

35



of the bill's' provision allowing them I

altogether, He OPined.that those who. l.

would, fall int'p two groups, the,mborde/

who just wanted to get Ousof School,

bored," who had got all they believed t

to,get.from high school and who wanted
. .

without waiting until their regUlar gra
.

(Although he did not repeat them in hie
, a

sentation, Gregorio had also used two c
N.

persuade certai s nators to vote for t

h:conservative) he: d expressed the thot

ability of the proficiency e4emptiortfx

tendance could be used by shrewd teache

to put intelligent but irresponsible st

about and disrupted their classes in a

situation, perhaps causing some of their

to consider seriously the real value to

school education. To.some liberal/prog

had propounded the possibility that the

tic5n would give clever young persons so

hidebound or inertia-ridden administrat

luctantly willing to modify rigid requi

in order to induce such studentstO rem

:thus continue to receive the state aid

California's Senate has, in the decade-

mentation of the U.S. Supreme Court's B

generally split on most issued along ph

ological, not partisan, lines (as contr
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:0 leave sOool

zould leave school,

line dropouts,"

'rid the "bright bilt

ete.was fore them
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fduation.

Senate floor pre-

other arguments' to

the bill. To some

ight that availt-

40m'compulaory at-

x$ and administrators
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,"put up or shut, up"

f for the first time

them of a high
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which, with a fundamentally di,fferent organizat'ional struc-,

turel.t ends-to be substantially more partisan). The basic

A
division in the Senate between the conservatives and

,

,

the liberal/progreds.ives. Gregorio's.bill was 'fairly dif-

ficult to ,classify among. ideological,lines, so that, as

A itivother similarly elusive measures, each of the two

continuing groups in the Senate brok .' nto pro and con sub-
,

. .

groupi. The conservatiVb "aye" votes fOr the bill were
,, -, .

Wised cin the_premise expressed in the rhetoricil question
,.

$

Why should the taxpayers waste Arley forcing ungrateful

young persons to attend school who just disrupted class

/twhen there and interfered with 'the learning of the other

students who were trying. to, get An education? 'This had

been senator Teale's premise. hs conservative "no" votes

stemmed from an expressed belief that permissiveness was

what was ruining the schools: and this bill was just another

step along that path;, children belong in Ochools and'

bd made to attend for their owngoodo The libe'raliprove-
,

sive "aye" votes were generally based on the libertarian.

conViction of those,Whecastthem that: government should

only rarely, if ever, make anyone do''anythingfor his oWn

good-.', The. liberal/pogressive "no" votes stemmed from ,the

more nearly traditional liberal position .that education

hould be a gerleral social benefit and that if it had groWt

not tebe the answer was to improve the schools, not to re-
.

lease their students and thereby relieve the pressure for

imptoving,them. The bill was the object of a more thoughtful
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examination in thj4vinstance than it dranycOf

Nquent CHSPE tesislatianever was aciain'in any legislative"-

,fitirum; when the vote was coUteck,it.was passed by the bare

hiii4itum necessary, one more than half t embership of

t1. house (had it contained an. appropriation it would

have required a two-thirds affirmative vote). 'The bill's

further course,through the Assembly was uneventful, with
"

large majorities of "aye" votes following each 6f its

hearings. Governor Reagan signed it without comment.

Promptly at the-beginning of the next 1:egislative session

in early 197/3," Gregori6 introducPds'a bill,to altet the

statutpry status. of the Certificate of Proficiency (SB 52).

Because he believed theeducationlobby would oppose not

so much the' certificate's having parity with a diploma but

rather its being a short-cut to that attainment, the 111

provided that the cetificat'e would become equivalent to

a diploma.w its holder turned 18. This seemingly rouhd-

about-approach stemmed -in part from Gregorios:cdtial khow11-

'edge of the arguments-surroundinga related, ultimately

successful measure, to accord recognition in California

law of. the Genetal Educational Development (GED) exam
,

(CalifOrraa was then one of onlynstates which did

not by law

'was

some sort of'd4PlOmarholder status to

those Who passed the GED). This Atter bill was firm]

contested by representatives of adult educationprogramS,
IJ

Which routinely give part credit for passing the GED toward

ti

theirown regular,diplomas. This bill UltiMately provided.

0j



those who earned a' certain minimum passin04core 401.

the 'GED would, if theysubmitted evidence of that fact

along with a' small fee to the Department of EduCationi-lbe*"

awardeda CertificateHofqiigh School E'quiValency, legally

equivalent to "a high 'School ,dipl6ma'jPf,dc purposeldf public

employment.," Otegoriowas not concerned With this latter

'limitation,(bUt be did note with'intei-est another provi
.

sion of the bill; namely that it :did ndt permit-anyone to

take the -GED exam, until he had turned: 18 or- until the class
,

of which ''%e would', normally have been a member had gr4duated

from high scaool. What Gregorio did not know was that this

proviSiop was merely an including, in state law of a pre-
,

existing federal GED regulation, not a concession to the

bill's opponwps, A8 he assumed. Gregorio, then, was,put-

ting an intentionally parallel delayed-action provision

' into hig bill and hoping it would meet the :same apparent

acceptance. CRLA was not entirely pleased ,with thig pro-

vision, wanting the\ Certificate of Proficiency to have im-

ITediate,andungualified parity with a high school diploma

(e*Pept for' acting as an exemption fr011'compulsoi-y attend,.

ande unless ?fits minor holder also had parental,permission;

CRLA's representatiVes agreed with Greg o.,that almost,

,any, enterprisng teenager who wanted to leaveschool badly

and cou)d satisfac%prilv demonstrate proficiency would have

no trouble corlincing his pS'rents into signing thepaper

and that it was ,better to protect the school from possible

later parental displeasure by having the parents take



fesponsibility in writing or the student leaving). CRLA

!was Willing, however, to accept Gregorio'S judgment that

tie provision was probably essential to the bill's passage

Arguing'that in this form the bill would not lure students

to act on the proficienlikexemption'altertive merel to

get a dip'loda aheal:of time but would Otill let' those leave

early w114 wished to (and,%were "proficient")' with no ulti-
,

niately discriminatelfecti

obtaitiffni4daaypassage for it

1 came before the

Gregorio had no'difficulty

in the Sena e.

Assembly'Education Committee,

howeverw its chairman, Leroy Greene, asked bluntly /f. the,

'Certificate of Proficiency was a diploma when its -holder ".

turned 18, why wasn't it ona,when he first got it?' Sec

Greene obviously was jOiyied,in phis sentiment by a majority

Ole bill was amended onof his fellow committee: mdmbe

.the spot,tb eliminate the delay

in this' forM byhe Assembly and

-a&bion mechanism. Passed

rolltinelly concurred in, to
C /

(then signed by,GoverndrGregtlyrio's relief,,. the nate

Reagan), the bill haa the net actual effect of removing bne

word from the Education Code: . Where the law h d previously

read "The certificate shell-not be deemed equivalent to' a

high school diploma," it now re411/i, "the certificate shall

-be deemed equiyalent to a hig.4 school

Code S 48414).

dip1oma" (Eduaatibn

One result of this change was to make the `limitation on

community collegeenrollment of certificate -holdersoa legal

anomoly. ,California's 16ws had long provided that any

4



public community college must admit any resident who was

a high school graduate. Legislative CounSel, the legis-

lature's legal advisory staff, opined that Gregorio's newly

enacted bill converted proficiency certificate holders to

the status of "high school graduates" for statutory clas-

sification ,purposes, but nevertheless held that the com-

munity college enrollment limitations on, certificate holders,

set forth independently in the code by Gregorio's first

bill, were still valid as an exercise of non-invidious

legislative d:'.scrimination concerning an identifiable sub-

class of "high school graduates." 'Gregorio, an attorney

himself, had doubts concerning the legal soundness of that

opinion but resolved to eliminate the problem directly.

With a newly elected Governor, Jerry Brown (and a new

Director of Finance) in office in 1974, Gregorio introduced

a bill (SB 470) to eliminate the enrollment limitations

altogether. He presented the measure as being technical

and "clean-up" in nature, stating that he believed the bill

only conformed statutory language to what he personally be-

lieved was already legal reality and what, in any case, he

had intended in part to accomplish with his bill of the

previous year. The bill was given only low-level staff

scrutiny by the Department of Finance, whose representatives

Gregorio convinced of the overall long-run savings effect

of the proficiency exemption mechanism. The bill passed

easily and was signed by Governor Drown,

When Gregorio and staff members of the Department of .
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Education first discussed the mechanics of implementing

his proficiency, legislation, in 1972, Gregorio explained

he had in mind the Department's assembling a measurement

instrument or package of instruments of which it would

8Upply only a few master copies to each school district.

Districts would then reproduce the instruments in the quan-

tities,they needed to meet student requests. He intended

that the examination be more-or-less continuously avail-

able "on 'demand," much as the GED is in most districts.

Following legal conversion of the Certificate of Proficiency

into the equivalent of a high school diploma, thus making

it much more attractive, Department staff working on the

program realized that the exam, to retain its credibility

as an honest and reliable measure, would have to be "secure"

which meant'administerecl under controlled conditions, which

meant considerably greater cost than just sending out mas-

ter copies of a standardized test. Approached about these

concerns, Gregorio concurred and agreed to carry yet an

other bill in the 1975 legislative session to provide the
re

necessary funds. Following negotiations with the Department

Of Finance, it was agreed that the bill (513 1243),would

authorize a loan to tfhe Department of Education in an amount

estimated to be adequate for one year of operation, to be

repaid4over a maximum of two years with th- proceeds from

4 $10 application fee also authorized by Ihe bill. It was

expected that the program would thereafter be self-funding

on a break-even basis. This bill was routinely enacted.

.1
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In 1976, after one: year of operation'of the CHSPE program

Gregorio carried yet another bill (SB 1502) to fine tune

the CHSPE program in lightof onerational experience. In

its first major provision, the bill altered eligibility

from the original 16 or 17 years to anyone 16 or older

(thus.opening the program to adults), or who had completed

one year:-of enrollment in the tenth grade, or who was en-

rolled in,the second semester of the tenth grade. This

change alloived second-semester sophomores who had not yet

turned 16 to take the exam and thereby have the opportunity

to skip all )f their last two years in high school. Sopho-

mores who turned 16 before the last exam of the year already

had this opportunity.

This provision in turn stemmed from an operati nal decision

the of Education had made ear,/ier on to admin-

ister the CHSPE not more than three times'per year since

amore frequent schedule was all but administratively im-

possible on a secure basis. In the second major provision;

Gregorio's bill enacted this operational decision into

statute, mandating that the exam be given, once each semester,

'timed such that results would be returned not later than

two weeks before the end of each semester so as'. to facili-

tate student transition between high schools and community

colleges (which generally have parallel academic calendars).

The bill also authorized a third, "summer" administration

of the exam at theuA2partment's option.

The third significant element of the bill modified slightly
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it certificate holder's re-eritollment right, providing, that

once havirig left school he could re-enroll in the School

district where he "lived' at any time but that if he then

left once again, then agaid sought re-enrollment, the dis-

trict could, if it chose, force him to wait until the be-

ginning of the following semester. This proviSion was

included at the behst.of local school administrators who

saw a potential) (no one ..could cite an actual example) prob-
,

- .

lem with "revolving door" certificate holders. This'bill

was a so enacted easily.'
(

-The CUSPE program more thap.paid its cost out of fee income

in its first year of operation. As a result of changes in
k;

the exam which necessitated" Aittoge expensive scoring pro-

cedute, combined with smalltr,numbers of examinees than

expected,. however, the program began to operte at a loss

in its second year. Following further negotiations with

the Department of Finance, Gregorio succeeded in placing

a thereafter-annual appropriation in.the state budget to

cover the ,program's operting deficit. In the negotiations,

Gregorio ' reminded the Department of Finance that in the

CHSPE program's first year, the state had been having its

cake and eating at too--that is, the CHSPE.program both

cost nothing and produced a savings. He pointed out_that

it would reduce that savings by only a small amount to use

some of it to cover the program's deficit. The Department

of Finance .concurred and supported the appropriation..

In his last legislative action to date concerning the CIISPE
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program, GregoriO'succeeded in placing an appropriatidn in

the 1977-78 budget adequate toalloW the DeRartment of

Education to distribute o each eleV'enth or twelfth, grader

in California's'public schools a one-page information sheet

on the CHSPE program. He did so as a result of his belief

that at least some districts were intentionally withholding

information about the CHSPE from their students.

ti

aIn general,: reaction from schools and districts to the

legislation was apparently minimal, until the CHSPE Program

was implemen':ed. At the time of initial implementation

several large districts surfaced thei' opposition to the

legislation, but no legislative changes ensued.
7-

Design of the CHSPE

The skills measured on the CHSPE are those basic skills

taught in California public schools. These skills are mea-

Sufed by pencil and paper applied perfOrmance items set in

the context of adult day-to-day: liVing,experiences,and as

such are not intended to be predictive of academic perfor-

mance. It is not the purpose of the CHSPE to yield a pro-

file of strengths and weaknesses for each person who takes

the test, and the actuAl.;,test instrument is not designed to

do so. No individua-rprofiles, numerical scores, or other

comparative test results can be provided; results are re-

ported as "pass" or "not pass" only.

In the development Of the CHSPE, several sources (e.g.,

National Assessment of Educational Progresss, Adult Perfor-

mance Level Study, Right to Read, Human Resources Research

4r
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Organization, WisConsin Test of Adult Basic Bducation, New

'York State BaSic Competency Tasks, local district.developed

tests, California Assessment Program and,cOmmercial Stan-
.1dardized tests and item pools) were,examined for tho'con-

tent they meas4ed, their rationale, and item formats they

employed.

Initially a 5 x 8 process-by-content matrix--with readin4,

writing, computing, problem solving, and knowledge recall

----as process, and language arts, mathematics, career/occupa-=

tional development, consumer skills; health Maintenancee

community resources, and.social and natural sciences as

J contents--was used to guide item development and to expe-

dite the categorization of items for retrievals.- Out of
4100

the initial experience with item development and item re-

trieval for, test preparation, a more workable 2 x/4 process -

by- content matrix, shown in Figure 1, is now used for item

development and test preparation. The two process skills

of communication (including arithmetic reasoning, computa-

tion, and graph and scale interpretation) are measured

across the four content areas of context-free (item settings
,

having no particular reference to any given context), cat-

reer/occupational development, consumer skills (including

health maintenance and community resources), and natural

and social sciences. Shown in Table 1 are some of the typi-

cal item settings ctirrently used to develop and retrieve

items referenced to the eight cells de'picted in-Figure 1.

In May, 1975, a selected sample of twelfth,grade pupils

from public schools in California was included in afield
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Figure 1

Process by Content Matrix for the California High School Proficiency Exam



TABLE 1

PARTIAL StiRVEY OF ITEM SETTINGS OCCURRING IN THE CALIFORNIA'
HIGH SCHOOL PROFICIENCY EXAM

Basic Skills (Context-Free)

, Communication Skills

1) 'Comprehending Sentenc9s, paragraphs articles
2) 'Alphabetizing

.

3) Using indexes, dictionaries
4) Writing sentences, paagraphs
5) Punctuating sentences
6) Writing and \analyzing social correspondence
7) ,Identifying beset sentence order within paragraphs'

, 8) Interpreting addresseson-envelopes and Identifying parts
9) Identifying the main thoughts in paragraphs.

10) Distinguishing,between facts and opinions

Problem Solv!.ng

1) Adding, subtracting, Multiplying; and dividing: whole
numbers, fractions-; decimals, percentages, and
measures-of weight, speed, volume, time, length,

0 money, temperature
2)_1'kConverting numbers (decimals to fractions)
3) ')Converting units of measure (both' within and between.

English and Metric systems)
4) Computing areas, perimeters,-,and.volumes o geometric

figures _ .

5) Identifying all or parts of geometric figures
.6) Applying mathematical concepts to solve reading problems:,
'7) Applying rules of rounding off
8) Using charts, graphs in computation
9) Interpreting word numbers

10) Identifying ordinal positions
11) Interpreting measurements scales
12\ ) Converting numbers,to words, words to numbers

****************************************************Ii*************

Career and Occunational Development

Communication Skills

1) Interpreting employment ooSters, adVertisements,
specifications, forms, procedures

2) Interpreting persOnnel ratings
3) Interpreting occunational development materials
4) Recognizing basic components of busines8 letterS

4 )



Problem Solving

1) Computing'Personal income
2) Planning career development
3) Applying basic mathematical skills to career and

occupational development contexts.
4) Interpreting charts,and graphs depicting career, and

0 occupational development data

Consumer Skillsf(Including Health Maintenance and. Community,ResOurCes)

Communication Skills 11.

1) Interpreting adver tisements, product labels, guar4ntees,
busineSs practices

2) Interpreting bills, invoices, .insurance ratings
3) Interpreting consulter arti cles, graphs, charts

'4) Interpreting, recipes, work, orders, assembly instructions
5) Understanding, completingcommon forms (tax, insurance,

checks, credit)
Composing consumer request letters

)\-omoreheading health maintenance articles
8) interpreting drug prescription labels, warnings,.

nutrition charts
9) Understanding.first aid procedures

10) interpreting road signs
11) Reading road maps
12) Interpreting community resource directories, guides,

listings
13) Interpreting membership requirements
14) Diagraming traffic accidents;
15) Interpreting .traffic,tickets and rules-of safety

g16) Interpreting information-labout permit requirement's
1.7)' interpreting directions to get from one location to another

Problem Solving

1) USing consumer banking skills A

2) .omparing product costs, weights
1 )

3) omputing taxes
4) Computing from advertisement%
5) ormluting data found on product labels
6) Computing distance, elevation from maps
7). Comprehending credit and lending practices
8) Applying. common terms used in health, safety, and nutrition
9) Reading tr4nsportation schedtles

10). Interpreting paycheck with5oldina statements
11). Interpreting'charts and graphs depicting tonslimer kills

data .
, , .. .

12) Applying basic mathematical .skills in consumer contexts,

***************************************************-****************



Sci-ences (Social and Natural)

Communication Skills

1) 'Comprehending social science literature
2) Comprehending natural science literature
3), Interpreting, voting ballots, materials
4) Interpreting maps (political boundaries, time zones,

weather, etc.)
5)1fInterpreting Common ,legal forms,,rules, ordinances

Problem Solving

1) CoMprehending
2) Comprehending

solving
3) Interpreting

data
4) Interpreting

5)

basic governmental organiz,tions,operations
basi. scientific approaches to problem .

charts or graphs, depicting social science

charts or graphs depicting natural science
cata
Applying basic mathematiettl skills in social science
contexts

6) Applyinc basic mathematical skills in natural science
Contexts



testin4 Qf items considered for-use in the first, admiriTs-

' tration of the CHSPE, To exam4ne,the ,representativeness

of the sampler the Iowa Test of Educatimkar Develcipment re-

f the sample schools for the 1973-74 California

State 'T sting Program were retrieved and summarized. A

close fit wfas found between the sample and state means,

and 'saitple< and state variances, confiiming-the "represen-

tativeness" of the sample.

Department 64 Education personnel, and local school district

representatiVes screened the field-tested items for cultural

biAs and other abnormalities. In addition, each item was
1rated for content acceptability. Item characteristics were

also ,computed and used to screen and edit. items for inclu-

sion in the first examination. To copplete the 'process,,

all selected items were given a final edit before submit-

ting them for additional screening and publication by the

contracted testing firm, ,Dclucational Testing Service (ETS)..

Examples of items contained on the CHSPE can be found in

the 'California High,Sc ogl Proficiency Examincation Infor-
,

mation Bulletin,re7,78duced n Ap endixt.

demonstrate proficiericyTo pass the CHSPE a person m

in both the objective and an essay portion of the examina-

tion, individually Item ,characteristics gained from the

feld testing were used to hetp determine a passing score
N

for the objective portion, namely the performance equil;a-

lent:to that of-an average second semester senior in a

California public comprehensive high schodl (continuation

high schools.wexe not:includea). The level,of the passing



score is, revalidated on each succeeding administration of

the CHSPE through,inclusion'of items from the California`Stateprograiiil hich have known values for

CalifOrniatwelfth graders: result from each examina,.

tion administration is also equated beck to the first

administration of the CHSPE. This proCedure 'enables the

establishment of a pool of items. calibrated to a normalized

and standardized level of difficulty. It alsb allows

fut re examinations to be developed froth experimental items

uathat have been equated to the Item pool and insures a mini-

mum passing test performance equivalent to that .of_pr6vious

CHSPE administrations. The essay'portion Of the CHSPE is

patterned after the statewide writing. assessment2 and

scored uting a holistic rating procedure (see Appendix II

for a detailed explanation of the,Scoring procedures).

PsychoMetric properties. The objective section of the

CHSPE has averaged an estimated test reliability of .95 as

computed by the Kuder-Richardson formula (20). The sten-

dard error of measurement averaged 4.8 raw score points

40.

The.State ,Of California annually conducts a statewide,
educational assessment program (CAP) in grades two,
three, six and twelve. Reading achievement is measured
in grades two and three, while for the upper grades
four areas are tested: reading, spelling, effectiveness
of written expression,: and_matkpmatics The tests are
constructed by the State Departent of Education ,to
spe ications taken from objectives qommoniy used in

California school districts.
6

2. An Assessment 'of the .Writing Performance of California.
HAg School, Senior. Sacramento: Californa_State
Department ox Education, 1977.

111.1I



where the maximum spore averagedLI40. The Spearman-Brown

reliability estimate for the essay scores (computed only

for the November, 1976, adminigtration)'is .60. Summarized

in Table 2 are the n bers tested and pass rates for all

five test adminiO/tratipns.

Other. on ,Proficiency

One innovative aspect of the ,CIIPE program concerns tlye cer-

tification of cerain.competencies prior to the awarding

of the CHSPE CertifiCate of Proficiency. The CHSPE surro-

gate diploma may be viewed as more "valid" than a regular

high school diploma in that a CHSPE certificate is awarded

only following a demonstration of competency,,

in a well-defined set of skillsi eliminating any associa-_

.tion with te-noion'of awarding a diploma on the basistpf
)4,

"seat t In an era in which the perceived value of a

di4oma is eroding, a°"certified" diploma (or equivalent)

should be of greater value assuming the underlying set of
,

skilrs, is valued. While many, school administrators would

admit that the CHSPE certificate of Proficiency has the

advantage of manifest certification of skill attainment,

they are cuick tt point ouV, that their own local diplomas

will soon be avarded only to those indiViduals who demon-

s'trate minimum competency in reading, writing, and compu-

ting.

This new basic skills minimum competency quirement stems

from passage of AB 3408 in 1976; authored by Assemblyman
vorGary Hart, which became effective January 1, 1977. ,Previ-

'r



TABLE 2

Group Statistics for CHSPE Administrations,
from December, 1975 through Jine, 1977

Administration iIumber of Persons Percentage Passed

-December, 1975 12,149 45%

March, 19-76 18,463 32%
Ts,

November, 1976 10,498 46%

March, 1977 9,911 52%

June, 1977 9,680 45%

5r



OUs law required only locally developed minimum graduation

requirementsAncluding a course of study and general stan-
-,

d rds of proficiency. -A8 3408 established the following

Additional requirements:

4, Each governing board of a high school or unified

district maintaining (a) junior and/or senior high

echool(s) must adopt its own standards of proficiency

by /time, 1978, in basic skills, includinge.but not

limited to,' reading comprehension, writing, and

computation.

Student progress shall be assessed at least once

in grades seven through nine and twice in grades

'10 through 11 to determine whether students have

met or are meeting the required standards. Once

a student has met the standards, his or her pro-

gress need not be reassessed.

r District or school staff shall hold a conference

with each student who does not meet the standards,

together with the student's parent or guardian, to

discuss the assessment results and proposed in-i

structional programs to assist the student in meet-,

ing the standards.

Districts shall provide appropriate instruction in

basic skills for those students who do not meet the

standards.

After June, 1980, no student who has not met the

locally aopted standards of proficiency shall re-

ceive a high school graduation diploma.



Governing boards, with the active involvement of
'21A

parents, adminittrators, teachers, and students

shall'adopt alternate means for pupils tb complete

the course of,study prescribed in existing law.

This requirement is not directly related to the

new requirements for proficiency standards in the

three basic skill area-S-Ut is nonetheless ,an im-

portant requirement that districts must address.

49

Subsequent to 1980,_ there will be three "certified'diplomas"

awarded in Cilifornia: a loc ly awarded regular diploma

with,certification of at least minimum proficiency attain-

ment under the requirements of AB.3408, the CBSPE Certificate

of,Proficiency certifying performance at or above the state-

wide twelfth grade mean in a specified set of skills, and

the state-issued GED High School Equivalency Certificate

which is linked to the guidelines established by the American

Council on Education and'State Department of Education,

normative standards. Traditionally, the locally, awarded

diploma has enjoyed the status of the premier certificate,

and the introduction of AB 3408 shduld strenghten, or at

least inhibit somewhat the erosion of, the local diploma's

value. The relationship among these three "diplomas" is

discussed further in Section 4 of this report.

'N's

.AB 65, the comprehensive school fi ance measure, was signed

by the governor on September 17, 19 7. This measure en-

compasses some "reform" by providing for framework for



"school improvement and funds to support improvement efforts

at school sites around the State with the involvement of

school district and site administrat s, teachers, parentis,

and students." This measure, in combination with AB 3408

and the CHSPE, is likely to generate a number of changes

and student alternatives from within the scylools.



EXAMINEE' CHARACTERISTICS

The only longitudinal (in the replicative sense) source of

Statewide information about examinees is'collected through

a questionnaire volunt4ily filled out by examinees prior

to taking the CHSPE. The pre-test questionnaire is neces-

sarily' brief and suffers from a non-response rate of 10 to

20 percent, depending on the particular question. The data

do, however,'yield at least a crude picture of the charac-

teristics of the various CHSPE cohorts, including inforffia-
.

tion on planned future action. Copies of these questiOn-
,

naires and the summary results may be found in Appendix III.

The fogus of this component of the study was to find out
4

a

what did happen to a sample of .the December, 1975, cohort

and whAt effect the exam has had in terms of the various

options the examinees exercised. The selected examinees

were contacted nearly 15 months after taking the CHSPE and

were questioned on dem raphic variables, affective vari-

ables, variables dealing with external influences on their

lives, and variableE :.rating to the decision making pro-

cess. The analysis of both the -longitudinal pre-test ques7

tionnaires and the in-de h foltow-up study yields informa-

tion as to the generalizability of the sample findings.

Further, passers and non-passers were compared and con-

trasted on a number of significant variables.



Longitudinal (Replicative) Analysis
;i

There are & number of reasons for suspecting the December,

1975, cohort of examinees differed from subsequent examinee.

cohorts. The most prominent among these reasons is that

the "novelty" of the first administration attracted Many)
.

.

students who would otherwise not demonstrate more than a

modicum of'interest in the CHSPE. It is true the Decembek

group performed bettdr on the' exam than the March, 1976,

group did.1 Presumably, this fact is the result of .some

numbers of bright, tuned-in, achievement-oriented students

finding out about the CHSPE and electing to take it to test

their skills. Students with these characteristics probably

would not elect t64,1eave school in theisenior year, since

that ,environment prOvides them the oppOtitunity to continu-

ally demonstrate' their success.

The occurrence of this novelty effdct in large numbers of,

the December, 1975, cohort would clearly reduce the validi-

ty of any generalizations based on that group. FOrtunately,

there are a number of interesting pre-test questi

items, common to the first four administrations,
a

indications of the pattern over time. Shown in T

the results over four administrations on selected

aire

ich yield

3 Are

.er

1. The mean score on the 98 common items between the
December and March exam was 67.9 for the December co-

-hort compared with 64.8 fRr-the March group. The mean
score on 82 common items'betwedn the March cohort and
the following November (1977) cohort was 48.6 for the
March group and 48.5 for the November group, an insig-
nificant difference.
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LONGITUDINAL SUMMARY OF SELECTED. QUESTIONS FROM PRE -CHSPE QUESTIONNAIRES

(1) What irade are,you in now?

1 1 1 1: 1

DATE RES 9 P 10

12/75: 84,4

3/75\ 81,3

11/7,0 87.6

3/77 84.9

1.0 16,7 83,3 4,3 28:3 71,7 51.0 ' 45,8 54,1 '38.2 4741 52,9' 6,3 48.9' 51.1

0,4'," 13,6 86,4 14,0 29.7 70,3 59.9 34,7 65,3 17,5, 32,4. 67.5 8.3 32:7 67.3

0.1, 20.0 80,0 3,6 24,4 75.6 51.9 40,7 59.3. 37,5 37.2 ..,62.8 6,8 42.4 57,6

0.6 44,4,: 55.6 19,0 54.8- 45,2 56.9 55.1 . 44,9 '1,5,2 49.8 50,2 8,3 53.7 46,2

(2) What grade do you generally get in English?

1 1 4 1 1 1 1

DATE RES A/B P F biC P F C/D

12/75 84,9 30,0 64,0 36,0 32,0 43,1 56,9 22,0 34,3 65.6 13,2 300 . 69.3 2,8. 17.2 62..8

3/76. 80,8 25.9 53,1 46,9 31.3 31,5 8,5 24.5 23,0 77,0 15,1 20,6 79,4 3.2 23,8 76,2

11/76 86,4 30,7 60.6 39.4 33.5 37.0 t3.0 21.6 24.3' 75.7 11.6 18,9 81.1 2,7 22,2 77.8

3/77, 83.8 31.4 70.1 29,9 33,2 49,0 50.2 20,4 43.4 56,6 12.0 42,1. 57.7 2.9 42,9 57.1

(3) Do you plan to attend a university or four-year college at some future time?

DATE 'RES

1 1 1 1

YES NO' PASS YES

% % % ,1

NO FAIL YES.. NO

12/75 84.3 51.1 48.9 45.5, '58.6 41,4 54,4 44.9 "158,1

3/76 81,2 46,3 53.7 33;1 56.9 43.1 66.9 41,1 58.9

11/76 85,9 47,5 52.5 38.9 57.5 42.5 61,1 41.1 58.9

3/77 83.3 50,4, 49.6 53,8 56,0 44,0. 46.1 43.8 56,2

a
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(4) po you plan to moll in community collige soon after leaving high school?

4

II 1 1 1
I

PATE US YES NO PASS YES NO FAIL YES 'NO

12/75 85.3 58,5 41,5 45,5 63,1 36.9 54.5 54,7 45.3

3/76. 81.6 59.9 '40.1 33.1 67.6 32.4 66.9 56.1 /3,7

11/76 87.2 60,1 39.9 . 38.8 65.4 34,6 61,2 ' 56.7 43,3

3/77 84,3 62.4, 37,6 53.7 65,9 34.1 46.3 58.4 41,6

(5) Do you plan to work full time soon after leaving high school?

DATE RES

% %

YES , NO, PASS YES NO FAIL YES

12/75 85.1 59.2 40$ 45.5 54,3' 45,7 54.5 63 36.7

3/76 81.7 61,8 38;2 33.2 51.5 48.5 66.8 67.6 32,8

11/76 87,.2 62,1 37.9 34.8 53,9 46.1 61.2 67.3 32.1

3/77 84.2 59,8 40,2 53.7 54,0 . 46,0 46,2 66.5 33.5

(6) What is the level of education achieved by the head of the household in which you now live?

DATE

.

RES. LESS P

THAN

HIGH

SCHOOL

DIPLOMA

I
F

1,

HIGH

SCHOOL

DIPLOMA

I

F COMMUNITY P

COLLEGE

DEGREE

8.

. F FOUR

YE )R

DEGREE

t I

F AD- P

VANCED

DEGREE

F

12/75 80.8 14.7 38.3 61,6 34.8 40,5 59;5 18.9 48.5 51.5 15,8 51,3 48,7 15.8 59,8 40,2

3/76 75.5 16,4 25,8 74.1 36.1 28,7 71.3 18.0 36.0 64.0 15.5 404 59.5 14.1 49.5 50,5

11/76 87.7 15.9 28.9 71.1 35.5 34.0 66.0 18.7 38.5 61,5* 16,4 45.5 54.5 13.4 53,8 46,2

3/77 85.2 14,7 43,7 56,3 36,4 48,3 51,7 19.0 54,3 45.5 16,1 62,5 37.4 13.9 67,1 32.9
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Iuestions. (Overall results of the'first five administrations

appear in Appendix III)'.. The non-response rates are not in

significant, but several points. emerge:

A greater number of twelfth-graders take the CHSPE

in the fall. There is relatively-little. pay-off

for 4 student to take the CHSPEin the ;spring of

his senior year, unless it is clear that he/she

wial.not graduate. On the other hand, eleventh,

graders will realize a year gain by aking,the

CASPE.in:the4pring.

EleVenth-gra ers have.a higher pasS rate than stU,

'dents in any other grade leVel. INgain, the time,

gained inc tive is so nuch stronger for this

group that a number of achievement-oriented stu-

dents would see,the.value of entering.college a

year earlier.

There is no evidence that the Decembe, 1975, co-

hort received higher grades in Engliih and, math.

The March, 1976, cohort appears somewhat lower in

,percent A's and B's, while the other three cohorts'

are nearly equal.

The percentage of those planning to attend a uni-

versity or four -year college at some future time

/ is slightly higher fOr the December, 1975, cohort.

The.percentage of those planning to enroll in com-

munity college soon after leaving high school is

slightly lower for the December, 1975, cohort.

f33
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. -
The perceritage.of those who .plan. to work full time
.800 after leaving high school is slightly tower

for'the,December, cohort.

The December', 1975, cohort has A slightly 'higher

A3erdenta4e-ofthe head of hotthehold-ho.lding an

advanced degree and a sl4ghtly'lower percentage

reporting the .headof-household with less than,a
. ,

hr3 gh school, diploma.

::0?

With-respect.tO'Vb grades and level of:education achieved

by the head rif thlk household, the March, 1976, cohort de-

viates from the other three cohorts. This variance is dif-
v

ficult to explain since the same pattern is not evident
Si,

for the March, 1977, cohort. Given the source bf the data

(i.e:, self-report) and the high non-response rate, these

small fluctuations (less than five pe'rcent in most cases)

are to'be expected even when the cohorts aye true repli-

cates.

The most ehy explanation why the December, 1975, cohort

scored slightly. higher than the other cohorts on the cliSpE

is that a brighter group of twelfth-graders took the exam.

The December cohort does not differ greatly from the other

cohorts on any of the other characteristics reported in

Table 3.

The question of generalizability is one of degree. It may

well be that cohort consistency has not reached a steady

, state level and that all the cohorts, differ from each other

in some systematic (albeit not reliably detectable from



.th ee data) .fashion. In the one extreme,4(he follow-up

of the December cohort' may, be viewed as a case study-of

unique group ,cif individuals responding to the novelty of /'

an innovative program. The other view,is,thatthe cohorts

are replicates; representatives om a population with the

samq; characteristics with,no selec j4on biases. As with

most questions of external validity, the truth, appears to

be some*nere in between.

December, 1975, Cohort Sample

A 10 percent stratified sample was randomly selected from

the,group of approximately 12,000 examinees who took the

CHSPE in December, 1975. The pass rate on t December

CHSPE was 45 percent (n=5,400); accordingly, 540 passers

(10 percent of the passers) and 660 non-passers were se-

lectea3 to receive the questionnaire. The questionnaire

was field tested in January and February and mailed to the

examinee sample on February 24. Included in the mail-out

was the rather lengthy questionnaire and an inspirational

letter, designed to elicit a maximal response rate.

March 3 a follownpp post card was sent to all who had not

responded. Copies of the letter, questionnaire, and post

card appear in Appendix IV,

Shown in Figure 2 is a graph of the daily return rate over

the three-month 'period from March through May, 1977. Not

shown in this figure are the 40 additional completed ques-
4

tionnaires resulting from the telephone survey. The, over-

all retlirM rate was 45 percent, with 61 percent of the

f
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passers a d 31 percent of the non-passers responding to

questionnaires. Thus, the manifest potential sources of
. 0

bias is indicated in the differential return rate between

passers and non-passers. Non-passers were more difficult

to contact in the'mail survey (more undeliverable mail) and

the telephone survey described below.

Telephone survey. A telephone survey was conducted from

May 20 to June 3\to increase the return rate and to esti-

mate the effects of non - response bias. A total of .40 ex-

aminees (20 passers and 20 non-passers) were contacted and

read the questionnaire over the telephone. It took approxi-

mately.300 telephone calls to contact successfully 40 ex-

aminees: Each interview to5k between 15 and 40 minutes to

complete. Some of the reasons the examinees gave for not

returning the mail apestionnaire were that the questionnaire

was too long, the examinee never received the questionnaire,

the examinee was not interested in filling in the question-

naire, the examinee did not want to participate, and the

examinee lost the questionnaire. The opportunity for per-

sonal interaction\yith the examinees was revealing in itself.
v,4,

Some observations by the interviewer are worth reporting:

o .Passers were more responsive than Ton-passers.
.

o PasserS required less.clarifi ation of the ques-

tions.

Some non -pa sers claimed they had never received

their test scores.

1



Male examinees were more difficult to locate than

femaleligxaminees.

A question-by-question comparison of responses' between the

examiKes contacted by telephone and the examinees respond-

ing by mail revealed no apparent meaningful discrepancies.1

Questionnaire Results 2

Questions began with events that occurred prior to the

December, 1975, CHSPE and covered the interval.tun to tie

time that the examinee completed the form. The major areas

probed on the questionnaire related to demographic infor-
.'

matio,.affective information, and information relating to

decision-making considerations. Demographic data are im-
.

portant in order to verify the characteristics of the popu-

lation of test-takers and to discover those individuals

for whom the CIISPE program functions as an option. The de-
.

/

cision-makinq section covers a very arge area, with ques-

tions designed to examine various settings. (e.g., job and

school situations), external opinions (e.g., parents and

counselors), and personal reason which contributed to the

1. In general, the mean value responses for non-respondents
will probably differ from respondents. When these dis-
crepancies are large or when the non-response rate is
abysmally low, there are procedures (e.g., weighting
class adjustments) to correct for the differences. Nei-
the condition is true 0E/these data.

N
2. Open-ended responses and non-response roles by question

appear in Appendix V.
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decision to take the.CHSPE. Moreover, the decisions made

by examinees after taking the CHSPE were probed. Finally,

attitudes toward school and self were solicited to describe

the examinee population and to contrast passers and fa,ilers.

9

Demographic profile. The sample consists of 543 individu-

als, of whom 61 percent passed the December, 1975, CHSPE,

38 percerLt did not pass, and 1 percent did not report as

paSsing or failing. 1 The breakdown on sex is k5 percent

male and 55 percent female. These percentages gar within

a. few points of the population male/female proportions for

all of the examinee cotiorts.2 The pass rate among sample

.male examinees is 67 pei-cent, compared with 57 percent a-

mong sample female examinees.3 The ages of'the sample re-

spondees at the time n y filled.in the questionnaire

ranged from 17 to 19 years ,oldi 32 percent were 17 !tars

old; 52 percent weg old; and 15_percent were 19

years old.

Examinees in the sample, we asked to classify themselves

as to the ethnic groups they considered themselves members

of. The indication from the pre-CHSPE questionnaire is

---Scqiin-aires were 1:ctletrruti with the examinee ID
Code ripped off.

2. Population information on sex was obtained from the
registration form.

.3. The-male pas4 rate is higher than the female pass rate
for both the December, 1975, and the March, 1976, co-
horts.. The trend is reversed with the November, 1976,
administration, so that the female pass rate is from
5 to 10 percentage points higher than the male pass
rate. The 'reason for this is that females do much
better on the writing sample. This dual cut -off modus
operandi occurred initially with the. November, 1976,
aClministration and continues today.

1.



that the CHaPE has attracted predominantly white individu-

als.1 The sample statistics do not contradict that finding.

Approximately 87 percent of those who responded to the

ethnic association question reported themselves as white.

The other categories and percent responding are black (1

percent), Hispanic (2 percent),-American Indian (1 percent),

Asian (1 percent), Filipino (1 percent), and other (7 per-

cent). Four percent of Ile sample failed to respond to

the question. There are no simple answers to the question
0

of why minority examinees are not represented in greater

numbers, particularly with the pattern of higher drop-out

rates among minority students shown in Table 4. Moreover,

almost two-thirds of the dropouts leave schoolin the

1. There have been some problems with the credibility of
the,,ethnic classification on the pre-CHSPEtquestion-
naire--17 percent reported themselves as American
Indian, prompting the California State Department of
Education to publish the following disclaimer:

Staff in the State Department of Education's Office
of Program Evaluation and Research (OPER) believe
that responses to question number 16 do not ac-
curately reflect the ethnic distribution .o, those
who responded to the question. The ethnic catie-
gories and definitions used in the question are
those promulgated by the federal Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare's Office of Education
and recommended by that Office for use by all edu-
cation researchers nationwide so as to permit yni-
form comparabilLt of ethnically related data. As
such, the ethnicateaories and definitions were
intended orimari_-1r for third-person descriptive
use by information gatherers- -not for independent
self-identification by members of-research popu-
lations. OPER staff believe that a significant
number of CHSPE examinees simply misunderstood
one or more pr_ the Office of Education definitions.



TABLE 4)

ETHNIC GROUP COMPOSITION OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
DROPOUTS, BY YEAR OF LEAVING SCHOOLa

Ethnic Group
of Dropout

American
Indian

Asian
American

Philippine
Islander

Black

Hispanic

White

Total

Number of High Sch ol'Dropouts,
by Year and Ethnic Group

1973-74.

38
0.5%

82
0.6%

54
0.8%

1974-75

55
0.8%

87
-1.3%

68le
1.0%

694 704
10.0% 10.1%

1,926 1,801
27.7% 26.0%

4',170
59.9%

6,964

4,217
60.8%

6,932

Total-

93
0.7%

169
1.2%

122
0.9%

1,398
10.1%

3,727
26.8%

8,387
60.3%

13,896b
100.0%

Statewide
percents
K-12, by
Ethnic Group

.0.5%

3.0%

9.8%

17.2%

69.5%

100.0%

a) Source: The California High School Droout Survey 1.§73-74 and
1974-75. Sacramento: California Stab bepartment of Education, 1976.b) The schools responding to the survey we e unable to provide ethni c
group data, by year of leaving school, is 1,125 of the 15,021
total dropoutbs.



professiopals is so4newhat suspect in view of the considerably

lower number (Z9 percent) of four-year and gradudtip degree

holderi. The passing, rate for examinees was highest among

those reporting lather's/guardian's occupation as profes-'

sional and loN.west among those reporting father's/guardian's

occupation as unskilled or unemployed. The occupational

category most frequently selected (27)percent) for mother/

guardian is semi-professional (which includes clerical,

sales workers, and technicians), closely followed in fre-

quency selected (23 percent). by the category not employed.

Again, the passing rate among professionals' and semi-pro-

fessionals' progeny is higher than theft. of the progeny

the unemployed.

The sample examinees also reported on the type of community

in which they resided in December of 1975: 28 percent lEved

in a residential part of a large city; 26 percent lived in\

the suburbs; 3 percent lived in the inner part of a large'

city; 35 percent lived in a small town or city (not a sub-

urb); and 8 percent reported living in i rural (not in a

town) area- The highest pass rate (71 percent) occurs among

suburban dwellers and the lowest pass rate (44 percent) is

registered from those who resideiin the inner part of a

large ciy.

Decision points. The decision to take the CHSPE is a func-

tion of a multitude .of sociological and psychological vari-
.

ables, clearly too complex a situation to posit etiological

considerations. However, documenting the setting- and the

z



relafionbhips among variables is a prerequisite to the

'much More interesting causal analysis. School, home, and

employment conditions, to list a few, contribute.to an

understanding (in the sense of delscribing-GQDcomitant re-

lationships) of why persons elect to take t.he CHSPE and

what they do subsequently. ti

The' availability, and reliability o,fLi.nformation about the

CHSPE is important in that the schools, for the most part,

have control over who is exposed to the program. The lack
-

of exposure from the non-school media has been rather bla-

tant considering that few individuals in the sample heard

)

about the CHSPE fi-om,TV (6 percent) , radio (4 percent),)lor

magazines (1 percent). Local newspapers did a better job,

however, with nearly one-third of the sample reporting

having read there about the CHSPE (as either a primary or

secondary sourcej. In the school environment, the most

frequently referred to sources are announcements read to

all students (41 percent), counselors (61 percent), and

othO students (46 percent). Counselors and other students

are also the two most common sources of initial information

about the CHSPE. A majority ofkthe sample (51 percent)-re

ported they learned the most about the CHSPE from the school

counselor; the next most usefpl source was the local news-

paper (10percent). This pattern remained-conStant for

passers and non-passers.

The choice of taking the CHSPE is certainly influenced by

the advice given by family, friends,' and school officials.

I ,)



School officials (teachers, counselors and administrators)

were more discouraging, more neutral, 'and less enthusiastic

than were either parents or fellow students. The most en-

couraging group was fellow students, followed in order of

encouragement by parents, counselors, teachers, and adMin-

istratos. The average perCent otE, school officials who

discouraged the sample from taking' he,CHSPE was 13 per-
-N. .

ti

cent, compared with the average perch of parents who dis-

couraged (7 perCent) and students whO discouraged (3 pei-

cent). Presumably, those who knew of the CHSPE but did

not take iit were much more convincingly discouraged.

In December, 1975, 80 percent of the sample was attending

regular daytime high school,.' percent was attending con-
4

tinuation high school, 1 percent was attending parochial

or private schools -1 percent was in adult school, and 6

percent was not attending school.1 The pass rate was high-

est for those not attending school (67 percent),, followed

by regular high school attendees (64 percent), and continu-

ation school attendees (52 percent). 2 The higher pass rate

for thoe not attending is somewhat surprising since the

pre-CHSPE questionnaires for all administrations show regu--

lar high school attendees passing at a higher rate. (A

1. The actual percent of non-school attendees is probably
close t 10 percent, as reported on the pre-CHSPE clues-
tionnailtes. The low number reported for the sample is q.

likely a result of a non-response underestimate.
,,

2. Pass rates for the other categori.s were ignored since
there were only five -individuals n- each catetjory.



likely explanatiOn is selection: Only the successful dropouts

returned the questionnaire.) '

Arming those in high school the breakdown by type of high

school program is as follows: basicv general., regular, 68

cent; college prep, 17 percent; business, vocational,

industrial arts, homemaking, 11 percent; and, other, 4 per-

p -ecent. The pass rate for the college prep (83 Der-
r

cent) was higher than for either those in.a vocational pro-
,

gram (62 percent) or thoselin a genera141)Togram (54 percent).

About one-third 'of the sample felt that at the time of the

December, 1973, administration they would not liave enough

credits to graduate with their class. The pass rate for

this group was one-third lower than the pass rate for the

group with enough credits to graduate on time.

The condition of the job market is an important consider-

ation for those potential examinees who olan_to enter di-

rectly. in the labor force. In times of 'high unemployment,

the disincentives may well be too great to leave voluntarily

the safe confineS of high school. However, the possibility

of increasing both the number of hours worked weekly and

promotional opportunities for someone already a part of the

labrr force is an .alluring option. Nearly 50 percent of

thesampa,e had a paving job in December, 1975, with 93 per-

cent working more than nine hours a week. Nearly a year

and a half .late 20 percent renort having the same job.

The pass rate is a few percentage points higher among work-

ing examinees and highest among those wclYking between 10



to 29 hours per week. Although half the sample reported

holding a paying job in December, 1975, nearly all (94

percent) of.these examinees lived with their families.

Only 4 percent reported living' in their on place, alone,

or with someone else. Nearly 38 percent repo/led that they

contributed nothing to their support; 53 percent reported

contributing some or half of_their support expenses; and

9 percent were mostly or completely self- supporting. Thus,

at the time of the December, 1975, CHSPE, the sample.indi-

'viduals were located in a family sit ation, few were sup-

porting'themselves, many were holding paving jobs (to con-

tribute some toward their support) and over half had enough

credits to graduate on time. With these basic. circumstances,

which Prima facie are far from compelling, the moti)ational

reasons why those individuals elected to take the CHS may

'be more related to other variables such as attitude toward

school.

The sample examinees were asked to what degree they were

motivated to take the CHSPE by various reasons. There were

four responses to indicate the degree of motivation for

' each reason: not at all; to some extent; to a moderate ex-

tent; and, to a great extent. About one-third reported
'4

not liking high school. to a great extent; the pass rate was

somewhat higher for this group, perhaps indicative of great-

er motivation. ApproXimately 20 percent indicated that not

liking high school vas not a motivating factor in the choice-

to take the CHSPE.



Close to one-third of the examines reported wanting (to

a,great extent) to leave high school to earn money, al-

,though only 10 percent stated that they had (to a great

extent) leave high,school to earn money. Indeed, close

to 70 percent reported that having to leave_:wat not at all

a motivating reason !Jut many wanted (78 percent to some

extent or greater) to leave and enter the labor force. The

sample examinees were asked whether the freedom from required

courses, along with options of taking a lighter or .more

interesting colIrse, was a motivating force in.the decision

to take the CHSPE. Nearly half reported that they were not

at all motivated by the possibility of. increased freedom

. within the school. environment. Less than one-fifth reported,

being motivated to a great ext t by these considerations.

Clearly then, freedom from the curriculum structure of the

school was not an overriding concern among the majority.

The cynosure among the reasons was that Of wanting the op-

tion of leaving school early. Nearly two-thirds of the

Sample replied they were motivated to a great extent by the

desire to have the option of leaving school early. Only

10 percent reported this reason was not at all a motivation
,--

for taking the CHSPE. Thus; while many individuals were

chobsing the CHSPE with a specific purpose in mind, the

majority elected to take it wits tic..,aim of maximizing their

choice's. Reali4g this fact leads one to hypothesize that

this group is more sophisticated, in the sense 'of perceiving

the CH5PE as somothing which will likely lead to greater

control over their own options,
\
in the next few years, than,

is\_,perhaps commonly 'thought.
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Many (75 percent) e sample examinees reported (to some

extent or, more) taking the CHSPr to see what it was like,

although only ono-,fifth reported as being motivated by cu-
.

47riosity alone to;a4reat extent. Not many (11 percent) re-

ported (to a greatextent) taking the CHSPE to gain another
.1!

credential besides diploma, although 50 percent reported

(to a great extent) wanting at least -a high school diploma

equivalent.

Shown. in Table 5 are summary result's for the 11 questions

on motivation.. The one strong motivational reason given

by the group is ,that of gaining.the option of leaving school

ear4. Mb# D. e responses on the other questions hover

around ,the'mean s lUe of the response scale (2.5).

Future pianS-:. At the time of the December CHSPE, most (58
4

'4W44 nt) examinees had immediate future.plans either to

attend'colIege' (60 percent indicated a preference to at-
rn

rtend 4 community college). , get a job,'or both., Less than

10 percent reported immediate future plans of joining one

of the military services,,,. and 8 percent planned' to become

homemakers. Nearly one -third reported being undecided about

plans for the immediate future. Only 20 percent reported

that they wanted Co Stay in high school for at least a.while

longer, and 4ipercent indicated that they wanted to remain0

in high school and receive a -regulat diploma.

1. .-ategeries were not mutually exclusive so many respondeep
chose 'several optigns.

it



TABLE 5

The ,Degree of Motivation for Reasons

Why the December, 1975, Samplp Elected to

Take' the CHSPE

,

BELOW ARE SOME POSSIBLE REASOtS WHY YOU MIGHT HAVE TAKEN THE DECEMBER, 1975, CHSPE,
INDICATE THE DEGREE TO 'WHICH YOU WE) MOTIVATED BY EACH OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

, Not

at

, all

I didn't like high school 19%
i

'I wanted to be sure I'd have

at least a diploma equivalent 25

I wanted to leave high school

and go to work
. ! 24

I had to leave high school tb

earn money 67 15 8

s To ,

some'

extent
. --.....,

,

29%

To a

ti modorate

extent

201

0

'11 13

'22 20 ,

I wanted to,leave high schodl

and go to college 35

I wanted to be free from g,takin

some of the usual required high

school courses-hand to take a

:lighter load,

Ii'/wanted to be free from taking

some of the usual required high

school 'courses --and to take dif-

ferent courses that wbUld be

more interesting 43 21 14

24

(

54 23

18

11

To a

great

extent Mean

2.632%
)

51 2.9

34 2

10 1,6

23 2.30

12 1.80

22 2.15

Standard.

deviatio--.---

,05

.06

1.18

1.04

(
1.20



Not To . To a To a
at some moderate great Standari
all extent extent extent Mean deviatic

A

I wanted, to see whether could

pass the CIISPE 19% 27%

I wanted to see what the CHU
would be like 26 32

I wanted another credential

besides a diploma 66 15

I wanted to have the option of

leaving school early 10 12

6,)

19% 5% 2.70

20 22 2.39

11 1.65

14 64 , 3.33 1.03.
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Immediately after the. December, 1975, CHSPE. Almost hAllf

(47 percent) of the sample repoi-ted their performance on

the December CHSPE affected their work or school situatio

within the few months following the exam. Close to t

thirds-of the passers reported a change, while less than

one -third of the non-passers indicated a change. The p9.t.=

tern of changes whidh actually occurred was in agreement

with stated future plans: categoi-ies accounting for the

majority Of changes relate to working, searching for a job,

or attending college (predominantly community colleges).

These are the categories which, for the most part, the

passers. selected, since non-passers would have been handi-

capped without a diploma-equivalent. The few '(n=75) non-

passer's who indicated a change in activity elected to work

or search .for a job, with half electing to attend .continu-

ation. school, night, or adult'high school.

(
Current activities. Shown in Table 6 are the respOnses'to

the question"What are you. doing now?" The most frequently

selected activities are working and attending, college or

2
.

other- schooling. Of particular is that some of
,5, ,

L

those who passed are still in `the- secondary school sy-tem----------- --

(regular high school, continuation chool, ROC/ROP, or night j

or adult schobl). Moreover, the percentage attending col-.

lege or some other schooling is much les)s
thin the percent-

, A.

age who indicated in December, 19/5, that they wanted to

attend college:, As_a,futurejpreference 58 percent indi-

cated college; but o0.y.30 percent are currently attending
N

college.
,

.

.



TABLE 6

Current Activities

WHAT ARE YOU DOING NOV?

% YESa % PASSb

Working

\\'

57 65

Looking for a job \ 3 (1 23 60

Attending regular daytime high school 11 39

Attending continuation school 2 11

ROC/ROP 3 29

Night or adult school 8
111,4

47

Military service 6 72

Being a homemakpr 13 56

Attending college or other schoolingc. 30
No

74:

Other . 10 61

a) Percents in this column do not sum to 100 since categories"
are not mutually exclusive.

b) Entries in this column are the percentagekof those responding
"yes" who also passed the December, 1975, CHSPE.

c) The percent attending school by categories is as follows:
community college, 72 percent; four -year college, 12 percent;
vocational or trade school, 7 percent; business school, 4 per-
cent; and other, 5 percent.

4



Among those currently employed in Paying jobs, 15 percent

report
7
heir jobs have not changed since December, 1975;

34 percent report they are holding the same jobs.theY had

in the spring of 1976. Surprisingr only slightly more

than one-third (37 percent) were asked, at the time they

were,hired, if they had a high school diploma or equivalent.

This flirt may bea esult of the resPondees indicating an

ortl question at the time of the interview rather

cieluding a writt, respose on an aPP lication form.

one-half (47, percent) olithose who are currently working

are working 40 er more hours a week.

As expected, the number reporting themselves mostly orcom-

pletely self - supporting, since Decemb r 1975, and living

in their own place, have significantly increSed Forty

one percent are self-supporting and 21 Percent live in their

own place, increases from .32 percent and 17 percent, ,respeb-

tively. 'Furthermore, passers and non Passers are noW equally

self-supporting (41 percent of passers and 41 percdnt of

non-passers are Self-supporting).

Some of the December, sample went on and received regular

high school diplomas: Sixteen percent of the sample hold

regular diplomas and 43 percent of these also were awarded

CHSP certificates,as a result.of passing the December, 1975,

a half after theexam. In other words, nearly a year.and

administration of the Dece CHSPE, approximately

7 percent of the total sardpleboth passed the' DeCember CHSPE

and received regular highTSchool diplomas. An additional

11
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7 percent of the passers indicated they would definitely

(5'percent) or probably (2 percen-0 receive regular high

school diplomas in the near future.1
N.40

4

The passers. Those who passed the CHSPE2 were asked if

they found the CHSPE Certificate of Proficiency accepted

on an equal basis with a regular high school diploma. Shown......

in the top half of Table 7 are the responses to the ques-

tion for the three categories of schdol, military, and

jobs. Focusing on the "no" response category gives 'an in-

dication of the areas in which and tht extent to which the

CHSPE certificate is not granted parity with Odcally is-

sued dipldma. .Ign6ring the last two response categories

(does not apply and I don't know) yields a different corn-

%
Parison, .since only those who used the certificate in a

Particular situation and knew of the outcome are considered.
c *

Passers 'should not experience difficulty with ac'c'eptance
i

of the CHSPE certificate within the State of Calif6'i-4,

since it must by-law be afforded the status of a locally-

awarded, diploma bY California public po t-secondary insti-%
tutions. 3 It may be that private college within California

1. 'Most of these would probablv.be ong to the June, 19/7,
graduating class, the mid-yea juniors at the time of
the December CHSPE.

2. Cf. pass rates on subsequent administrations in the
following paragraphs on "Jrhe non-passers."

.3. Community colleges,.must by law accept either the CHSPE
certificate or a local diploma as sufficient for ad-

The University of California and the California
State University and Colleges treat the local diploma/
CHSPE certificate as anecessary but not alone sufficient
condition for acceptance.

1 .



I TABLE 7

The Acceptance of the CUSPE Certificate of Proficiency
Vis-a-Vis the Regular Diploma

THE STATE ISSUES THE HIGH SCUOOL CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY, WHICH, IS
THE LEGAL. EQUIVALENT OF A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA. HAVE YOU FOUND THAT
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ACCEPTED ON AN EQUAL BASIS WITH A HIGH ,SCHOOL
DIPLOMA IN THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS?

n Yes No
Does not
Apply

,I don't
-Know

Getting into school 349 46% 5% 8% 41%
4

Getting into the miljtary 344 17 1 17 65

,Getting a job 350 41 6 9 44

Percentages for only two categoriesa

n Yes. No

Getting into-school 178 90% 10%

Getting into the military 63 92 8
\,..

Getting a job 163 88 12

---_,(7

c
a) Only'those who responded either yes or no were\cansidered for this table,



and public and private institutions outside California do

not accept the CHSPE certificate ,.although no such instances

have been reported to the Department of Education and sev-

eral instances of acceptance by such institutions have been

reported. The military services have not been disinclined

toward accepting the CHSPE certificate on an equal basis

with the General Educational Development (GED) exam certi-

ficate; however, both certificates are accorded a somewhat

lower stains than locally awarded diplomas.1 Recruiters

report that a locally awarded diploma at least guaantees

a degree of perserverance on the part of the holder.

The situation in the labor market is similar, in that lo-

cally awarded )3.iploma holders are generally older and more

experienced than those 16-, cft 17-year olds holding CHSPE

Certificates' of !Proficiency. Many employers have their own

battery of tests to measure "proficiency" and need not rely

on external validation via a high school diplova diploma

equivalent. Additionally, entry into some trade nions is

restricted for individuals under 1 years of age.
4

The particular reasons why these ividuals reported )he

CHSPE certificate not to a:'.high school diploma are

f.1complex and unknown: PerhaLA each case has its idibpvn-
i

cratic elements which led "to- the rejfection. In t absence

of empirical data on CHSPE graduates, employers may elect

31. Local army and navy recruiters report that there are
some programs (e.g., the Navy's Nuclear program) which
require A regular diploma for admission. This policy
is currently under revision and may bech,i.nged, however.

d



to assume a conservative strategy in their selection process

and accept only the "marginals" who are regular diploma or

GED certificate holders. Given the high percentage of "yes"

and "I donit know" responses, it is lik ly that the CHSPE

Certificate of Proficiency is viewed at least as co-equal

with the GED. Presumably, most of the examinees viewed the/
CHSPE certificate as equivalent to a regular diploma.1 There

are no data available for the non-examinee school Popula-

tion.

Three-fourth of the passers reocirted they left school ear-

lier than they otherwise would have, as a result of passing

the CHSPE, Most (79 ,percent) left school within a month,

13 percent left within two to four months. and 8 percent

left within five months to a year. Slightly more than half

left to work, and 41 percent left to attend college or other

schooling. Six percent indicated they joined the military,

and 7 percent went on to become homemakers. Eighteen per-

cent reported they were undecided about their future, and

10 percent indicated they had another plan.2

Those who chose to leave school and who were under 18 year's

of age needed written parental permission. Most (80 per-

cent).were able to obtain easily their parent's signature;

15 percel* reported some difficulty and 2 percent reported

a lot of difficulty--but only 3 percent of the parents re-

fused.

1. Th only evidence on thit point is presented'in the
t f

on
paragranhs on 'The non-passers."

2.(' Tle categories are not mutually exclusive.

91



The exdhinee group with the most potn, inflUende in

the high school is the passers who rem in in school (25

percent of the passers chose to remain These individuals

are in the unique position of being f ee from the noeF11

ultimatey\threat of withholding the diploma, and the extent

to Which they perceive this "power" determines the nature

of the interaction between the school personnel and them-

selves. Shown in Table 8 is this group's response to sev-
,,

eral quegtions about how they exercised their 'nwly .acquired

"freedom." Apparently, these individualS Ohose,f for the

most part, riot to disrupt the normal pattern ot continuing

in the same way ;(56 percent) or taking all the required

courses for graduation (66 percent). With the pressure

relieved 41 percent reported they enjoyed school more,

35 percent attended fewer hours than before passin the

exam, 24 Arcent attended less regularly than ' -fore and

23 percent signed up for more non-required curses. That

a greater number of the passers who remained in school chose

the traditionai'diploma route is both .a function of per-
.

sonal desires And'the school administration's attitude.

The attitude of school administrators toward thqse who pass

and remain in-school is basically no different. from mhat

it was before7-they are still expected to meet the reqUire7

Ments for qtP on. 1 Those who choose to reman are mdre

likely to be er adapted ,to the school environment, to

1. This attitude is explored more fully ifs Section 4.



TABLE 8

The School Pi ns of CHSPE Passers Who Remained in Schd0ol

IF YOU REMAINW IN SCHOOL, AFTER' PASSING THE CHSPE, DID YOU....

% YES

/ Sign up for more non-required courses? 23

Request independent studies? 12

Request exemption from certain school rules? 12

Study more? 3

Attend lesi regularly than,before passing? 24

Show more interest in ,school? 23

Attend fewer hours than before passing? 35

'Take all the required courses for graduation? 66

Enjoy school more? 41

Engage in additional extra curricular, activities? 22

Contihue in the same way, as if you hadn't passed? 56

s.



.

A. be headed for a four-year college, and tp have taken` the

CHSPE to increase their options.

84

The non-passers. ,Approximately one-fdQV of those-who

failed the December, 1975, CHSPE re- took.' .it .: March 1976,

with a success rate of 37 percent. Fivetip4 vidpals from
4

the sample took the November, 1976 6ane person

p4ssed.
44

Some.reasons for not re-taking the CHSPE, and
V
the extent

. to which these per -sons were motivated' by these reasons, are

displayed in Table 9. Slightly less than qne -third (31

percent) indicated being motivated at least to some extent

by the reason that they perceived thp CHSPE as not equiva-

lent to a regular diploma. Neither he .difficulty cif the

exam ner the feat of failure was vie0vd as a particularly2.

e

strong-motivat'ing reason fon not re-taking the CHSPE but

ra I her several less spectacular reasons.
<

Nearly two-thirds (62 percent) reported that-they' did not

change their school or Iork,Situation 'after taking the

CHSPE. I ,faCt, 24 percent went on to. receive a regular

diploma.i Of the 38 percent,who did change. their activities,

more than 45'percent reported working and 44 percerit re-

potted that they were looking for a job. One.-thi"rd reported

attending night or adult school, and 13 percent became

homemakerS.

At the time of completion of the queStionnaire, more than
,

half (52 percent) reporCed they were working and 24 per
0

.cent Iwere looking fOr'jobs. 'Fewer reported being involved
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A'

TABLE

Why AO-passers Did Not re-take the CUSPE

,

SLOW ARE SOME POSSIBLE REASONS FOR NOT TAKLNG THE CHSPE AGAIN. INDICATD TILE DEGREE TO
.........."

ITCH YOU WERE MOTIVATED BY EACH OF. THE'FOLLOWING:

(1) (2). (3)
.. , (4)

Not To To a. ...TO a

at some: moderate ''great,.

all .-. extent extent extent -

.
n

155.

155

4.

.Mean

Standard
deviation

2.1

, 2.1

1.2,,

1.1

156 2.2 1.2

1.5 0.9

159 1.7 ', 0.9
A

81 2.2 . .1.4

led to stay in school
regular graduation 49% 14% 14% 23%"

jht I'd fail again 45 23 15 18

ln't see paying.
7 $10 44 19 15, 23 :

't trust a CIISPE

Lcate as a real
1.

Lent to a regular
1 69 17. 8 156

i the exam too
ilt 51 33 10 6'

reason 56 5 4 ' 36

9C3
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4

)in, dther'actiVitls: 4.percent in continUation'schoOl,

4 percent in the military servits, 18 percent attending

regular high sch6ols, 16 percent being homemakers, and

20-percent in college o other schooling.1'
,

ffective variables. There are two sections on the ques-

tionnaire which probe'the affective domain. One section

.'contains questions on how examinees feel about high school;

the other section contains.a hodge-podge of items, includ-

,,,,ing self - esteem and se.lf-concept items.

The item resr,onses indicating attitude toward high school

are summarized in Table 10. Interestingly, not many 'feel

strongly (5 percent)tthat'high school' has requ1red a lot

of work. Moreover, the'higheSt.extreme percentage of re-

sponses in.4khe direction of 'a neqative.attitude toward high

school occurred illresponse to questions on the .usefulness'

of knowledge taught in high school (28 percent), the fact

that high school has been boring (30 percent), andth

high school has Vlot to offer (25 percent).

A school attitude, S'cale,was constructed by taking the aver-

age. of the first three items on Table 10. This continuous

variable was then dichotomized at the mean to create two

groups: one characterized,by positive attitudes toward

school and one charatterized by a not-so-positive attitude

toward school.

With the independent variable pass /fail status and the

1. Again, the categories are not mutually exclusive.

9 14



TABLE 10

Attitude Toward High School for the December CHSPE Sample

BELOW ARE,SOME' REMARKS THAT MAY DESCRIBE HOW YOU ,PEEL ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL., ON THE'

SCALE, INDICATE TO WHAT EXTENT YOU AGREE WITH THE STATEMENT

Stongly

Disagree

1'r
a) High scho 1 h'S

been fun

/- .b) 'High' school has

taught me a lot

21%

.that Vril1 be useful, ,a

c) High school has

been 'boring 12
,

, ,

d) High school has

'required a'lot of

9'0

mirk, 24

e),- )I have had a lot'

of flexibility in

pl)Oling my courses

and programs 14

f) There hasn't been

'.enot4n, variety in

61e kinds o'courses

offered

i g) There have been

too many required

qogses 15 16 29 18

11) High school has

. a lot to offer 25 21 27 li 11

12

21%

MI/o

12%

28 22

16 24

. Li

32. 28

20 26

Strongly

Agree Sta and

5 Mean dev tion
a.

15% 11% 2.7 1,1

13 2.5

18 )0 3.4 1 4

11 5 2.4 1.1

122 18 3.1 1,3

16 23 19 30 3.8 1,4

3.2 1.3

2,7 1.3



eperideht.vpriable schooll attitude, an analysis of variance
.

(=VA} reVealed no 'signi.fiCant diff6rence'ipetween the 'two

40roups. Ps (wected', the-Chi-squar test: with"pass/fail

stitus)ht''dne varnble and the dic otomdus school attitude

ai:the 'other vae,iable in a contingency table revealed no
1/41

significant,:deperloaendiep. Bre4downs by other independent

variables /age, sex;, grade ppinverage, self- support,

2ttitnicity, and type of community) yielded a statistically

significan't result for only grade point average (SPA) .. The

resultsof the ANOVA are shown in Table 11. Apparently,'

a negative attitude toward'high sChool for the sample group'

is a ubiquitous phenometon with little sign of differential
04

attitudes among subgroups.

The item responses to statements about feelings toward- self

are Summarized in Table12, Most of the mean values are

Close to the positive end points of the scale, an indication

of strong positive feelings toward self.
, (

A' modest self-esteeicO.ndex Was computed by averaging gues-
.

4ons a, b, c, and g of Table*12.- As with the school at-
,

titude variable, this continuous variable was;- dichotomized
. .

at the mean' to cre,Ate.two groups differing in self-:esteem.
: o

considering'tYie independent vai'i-able,as,pasS/fail status

and the critetiron variable the value.of the, self-Jesttem
,

in4ex$, an analySit of variance showed a significant differ
._

' ,

,
-.'

';

nce (p4..01) between the passers. and non,-passers.: The _

. . . :. , -1 ..,..;' ,

nalysis .of the conti ngency4table with- past/fail and high/

'low set -esteem also yielded a significant'difference.



'TABU 11

89

ANOVA SuMmary with Attiude'Toward
High Schodl as, the Dependent Variable

Independent Variable: GPA

11° Mean
7-7

A/B 132 2.86

B/C 195 268

C 120 2.40

C/D 72 2.31

D/F 14 2.40

Source um of Squares df MS

Between Groups .00 4 5.50

Within Groups 499.18 528 .95

1 8,

_10J

Standard. Deviation

1,02

1.01

0.08

0.01

1.02

F Sig.

5.82 .0001



(0.4)

TABLE 12

Feelings TOward Self for the December COPE Sample

BELd1 ARE SOME STATEMENTS ABOUT 110W YOU MIGHT FEEL, ABOUT YOURSELF. ON THE SCALE,

INDICATE TO WHAT EXTENT YOU AGREE WITH EACH STATEMENT.

4 Strongly 1 Strongly'

Disagree Agree

1 ',, 2 3 4 4, 5

rI believe I have

a number of good,.

qualities ,6%'

b) .1 often wish I

were someone else 59

I have confidence

in'myself 2

d) There ris a Lot L

can do to make, my

life better than;

1% , 17% -34% ;48%

21 13

17 . 36

it is 3

e) get'bored easily 19

f) I have a lot to

look forward to 1

g) Sometimes. I feel

,I just can't learn 58

h) I have friends 'I

can trdst 3

i) My peers,gro.tlY

influence my decit

sins 34

7

22

19

25

3 1,2

19 12

6 15

.25 25

IA

Standard

deviatiol

F,

04,

4.3 0.8

1.7. 1.0

4.1 1,0

, 26 45 4.0 1.1,

18 , 16 2.9 d1,3

22 61' 4,4 0,9

1.0 e

24 52 4.2

11 2.3 1.2

103
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Additional one -way ANOVA's with other independent variahiles/
4

i---,

Yielded ,'statistic al ly , 44 ni f Fc an t .(p .< .05), -differehces on . ,.; '

sex (males highe r), age.(the' higher the age,.the higher

4

the self-esteem) ', high. school grade point avera'ge (highe'
"

vrade-pointS with higher self - esteem)_, and self-support

the greater, the degree of self-suppOrt the higher thle self-

esteem). Shown in Table. 13 are the,ANOVA summaries for the

significant va0.01es:'iStatisticallY 'signiditant differ-

ences on the.elf-esteem index were not found when the in-

dependent variable was type of community, phr'ntal schooling,
, -

or ethnicity.

*Examinee 'Profile
.

While there is probably no "typical" CHSPE examinee, tertain
,

,,....--

probably
-e

trends emerge TrOm an examination ofthe characteristics

P of the average res ndee. Zn the 'summary whichivfollows,

some characteris the December _1975, sample are

summarized and hi hligted as being, rAore- or less, repre-, .

sentative of CHSPE cohbrts.

Slightly more females (5.5' percent) than males (46

percent) tOok the CIISPE.

The pass rate for males was higher' then for females

.although, six-fee the Noyember, 1976, administration,

,femaleshave,passed at .a higher rate than male's.

The majority (87 percent) of examinees renorted

themselves as white, while only' 1 percent reported

themSelveS as -black and 2nercent'reported

selveS a's hispanic.

e'



TABLE-11
-t

ANOVA Sries with 'Self-esteem as the ")

'Dependent Variable

Independent Varialole: ass/Fail'
.

.
Passers

Non - passers

Source

Between Grdups"

/

Within, Groups,

332

Mean

4.31

. 205 3.98.-

Sum, of Squares,

13.82

262.57 k 535

df

Independent Variable: Sex

Males J 245,

; Females, 296
,-

Source

-Between:Grdups

Within Groups,

Mean

4:27

4.13

Sum of Squares df

, a
1,

240;05' 5.39

Independent Variable: Age

17 .year olds:-

18 year olds

19 year olds

-Source

BetWeen croups

Within Groups

n Mean,

1/6 4.05

4.7

4.3PN

'282

83

uM of Squares:"

6.06

236.46

MS

0.49 '28.20' 0.000e

Standard Deviation
,

0". 62

0.80

-Standard Deviation'

0.64

MS

2.48

0.44

0.67

5.57 0.02

_Standard Deviation

0.68

df MS

2 3.03

0.44538

0.66

6.64.

6.90 0.0011



Nov T. 3;6

17

1
Page, 2

Independent'Variable: GPA

,

)f

Mean

'

.0'
.

A./B t

B/C
,

C.
i

C/D

D/F

Source

n'

132

195
.

120

#
1*

- Sam of Squares

4.34

'40.21.

4.Q7
.-,

, .

4.03

3.96

df

Between Groups

Within Groups

8.61 , !

247.60

4

528_

Independent Variable: Selfsugport

a

Standard peviation

0.5,5

0.68'.
1. ,

'0.,c75

0;83

0.59

MS
\

Z:15

0.417 -4.6

Si q.

D.001

n Mean Standard.Deviatiorl
) j

Most or Complete 221 4.35 ,,0.60.!

°Half` 109 4..09 0.77

Some 119 4:09 0.69

None' 89 4.06 '0.56

Source Sum of Squares. df MS' F 1.

Between Groups .5.53 3 ..18

Within roups 249.34 534 0;47., 6,,$1 0.0002
1
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The pas rate among examinees, increases aS a func-

tion of greater educational attainment by their kar-

ents.

The'passing rate for examinees was highest among

those who reported their father's occupation as

'professional" and lowest among those who reported

their father's,occupation as "unskilled" or( "un-

employed."

Slightly more than one-third reported living; in a

sma town or city (not a suburb); 28 percent in a

residential part of a large city; and 26 percent

'in a suburb. The highest pass rate' occurred among

suburban dwellers and'the lowest pass rate occur

ed among, those who reside in the inner part of

large citigs.

o One -half the examinees renorted they learned .the

most about the CHSPE from their school counselor.

o Examinee's parents and peers were more encouraging

thari school officials in giving advice on whether

to take the CHSPE,.

The' majority of examinees (80 percent}' were attend-

ing regular daytime high school; 12 percent Were

attending continuation high school; and 6 percent

were riot attending school.

About two-thirds of the sample took the CHSPE even

though they believed they'would graduate on sched-

ule with their-class.'

1 7



9

Vgarly one-half the sample had paying jobs at the
tt

time they took the CHSPE, and this group had a

higher pass rate than those who did not have pay-

ing jobs.
V

O Almost all (94 percent) of the sample examinees

lived with their families.

Somewhat re than 30 percent of t.hCsampl reported

that not liking high school motivated ti-em to take

the CHSPE.

Approximately 10'percent of the sample reported they

had ("to a great extent") to leave high school to

earn money.
-,

Fewer than 20 percent of the sample reported the
*0 .1

possibilitypossibility of increased freedom within the school i'' 'i

:

environment motivated 'them "to a great extent" to

take the CHSPE.

Nearly two-thirds of the sample replied they were

motivated "to a great extent" to take the CHSPE in

order to gain the option of leaving school early.

Nearly two-thirds of the sample passers reported

their performance on the December ,CHSPE affected

their work or school situation within the few months

following the exam. Most of the changes related to

working, searching or a job, or attending college
0

(predominantly community college).

q Approximately 7 percent of the sample pasted the

-December CHSPE and received a regular diploma. This
11

-`1

I 0
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rcentage probably increased..slightly,as a result

the June, 1977, graduation which included some

the. December, 1975, mid-year juniors.

e CHSPE Certificate of Proficiency is generally

cepted on an equal basis with the regular high

pool diploma. Among those 1975'exam,inees who'had

perdence with either 'the acceptande-or non-

ceptance of the CHSPE certificate vis-a-vis a

gular diploma, only a few reported they fOund the
.

SPE certificate not in parity with a regular

ploma for the following situations: getting into
k

tool, 10 percent; getting into the mil,itary, 8

reent; and getting a lob,.'12 percent.

5t (75Zpercent) of .the passers, left school ear-

ar than they'otherwise Would:have, as a result

passing the CHSPE. More twelfth - railer

*

) percent) than.eleventh-grade passers,(68 per-
.

at) left within one month,of receiving their re-

Lts.

majorati, (80, percent) of the passers easily ob-,

Lfied paental permission to leave school. "

3se- assers .(25 percent) who chose to remain in.p

1001 chose, for the most. part not to disrupt

At normal school pattern and took all the re-

Lred courses for graduation.

3roximately one-fourth of those who failed the

:ember, 1975, CHSPE re-took the exaT in rVrch,

76, with a pass rate of 37 percent.



Slightly .less than-one-third of the non- passers

Who did not re -take the CHSPE i.ndicated :their de=

cision.was'based in part on their perception that:,

the CHSPEfcertificate was not equivalent to a re':igu7

lat. diploma.

One-quarter of the nonpassers went on to receive.
0

a regular high school diploma.

o Examinees cUsplay d a pervasive less-than-faydi'able

attitude toward high school, with no differenCe in

this regSrd between passers and non-passers. School

grade point average is the only variable which

showed a statistically 'significant difference on a

school attitude sCale--those, with higher grades had

,more positive attitudes toward school.

Passers, had higher self-esteem than non - passers.

1:7
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THE CHSPE ,A THE SCHOOLS'

.
...,

_ ,
,

The ay in which the CHSrP.t. prOgtam,-°as an inndvative elemente

W ves its.Wav into the'. school structure is the salient' is-

l'

se about which this phase of the study revolved. How the

schools accommodate' the CHSPE program, given the po*erful

99

financial, disincentives,, largely ,.determines: the'success"

of the program in,the sense of presenting a trim option to
,

-

students.. If large numberS of. students are aware of the.
.

.

CHSPE iand perceive it as an effective alternative,-then the
/ .,

. 0

schools must adjuStaccordingl,y, presumably. in the areasof,
y ,s.

.

-Counseling and curricular Lack of ,student inter-,

est may b
ie

due to a number Of teas-onsi: , many -f them under.
LA II

,

o
',. . -..

the control of the chools:'
4

A school questionn ire was constructed, in an attempt to ell-
,

cidate the relationship between the CHSPE *program and a

variety of school-relatpd variables. The major strands of

the questionnaire were As follows:

What are the Ways in, which the CHSPE is publicized

within the school?

'What are thdcharacteritics of students who .elect

to take the CliSPE? I

Are.. students who pass' the CHSPE Shq.
I

.

in school treated any differently

dents?

elect to remain

other stu- ,

How de school personnel deal with those who fail'

the CHSPE .'(assuming they know the failers)?

11 )



What urricular modifications are the-result of

the CHSPE program?

,1!) What are the attitudes of,various groups within the

schodl toward the CHSPE?

Is the potential loss of per-student state aid per

ceived as a'roblem?

questionnaird was field tested in January and sent

during the rebrUary '24 ,through March 1, ,1977, period. Ques-
'1

,, ,

,, ,

tionnaires were sent. to 1,'EM.pilblic and privates high schools:
,,,

1,280 publ:ic high schoOrs iyi.cluding oubliC junior/sehiar

high schools,; senior hiqh schools,.evehing: high schools,
-

adult high schools,' and continu high gchocka, and.374

private high schools. Follow-un'post cards were sent on

March 7, 1977. Both the questionnaire' and follow-up Post,

card are, reproduced in Appendix VI. Shown 7, Figure 3 is

AV
a graph of the number of daily returns from March

-.
routi

May, The return rates are as, follows: egu1ar ,ha h schobls,

89 percent; continuation high schools, 71.. percent night or

adult schools, 59 percent; alternative schpols, 44 percenf,

and private or parochial, 58 percent.' The questionnair4 was

directed to the person in each high school most knowledge
:

able about the CHSPE. In 42 percent of the cases this was
A

a guidance counselor, in 30 p ercent of cases the prin-
.

cipal. Generally, guidance counselors know more about the

"nuts and- bolts" of theCHSPE than any other individuals in

the school, and the counselor presuMably also reflects sch 1

policy. School and distfict P61licy and opinion were stressed

in the personal intervieOomponent of the tudy. .

11;3
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Continuation higlischoo1.1 Other states may have alternative
1

'high schools, but California has the only mandated system

of alternative high schools.2 Continuation high schools4, ,
deserve special attention since disproporti8nately large

), number pf CHSPE examinees come from these "special." high

schokois.

Continuation education has been in existence in California

since 1919, when it was established s part-time vhooling

for young persons who left the full( -time school to help

Support theMaelves and/or their families. However; because
. I

Of the growth of welfare and social security programs, few

young persons now leave schools,from,economic necessity.

.Currently, continuation education a program that leads

toward a high school diploma, prepares its,students for en-

trance'into occupational. training, and providesschooling%

which, accompanying employment, Can contribute much to the

individual's immediate and long-term interests. The pro-

. gram serves those who de not attend full-time schools. It

provides for thoge who have special problems and offers an

individualized program of instruction for each stud4t.

The educational robjectiVes of continuation education are as

fo ows:
4

FOr a more detailed description of continuation high
schools, refer to the Handbook on Continuation Education
in California. Sacramento: 'California State Department
of Education, 1973.

2. Eales, J. R-, Continuation education--the system of al-
'ternative higNschools in California. Continuation
Education, Vol. 2, Number 2, February, 1971.



To.help'the student know himself. and underStan8

his relationShips with others.

To help the student,acquire.a high schooldiplOmai...

To convince the student that. he can be self - supporting

and can, advande In salary and position through proper

training and preparation'.

To help the student prattice money management by

303

darning money to pay his debts promptly and t0' save

money.
.

gt,

To help the student develbp principles for home and

family living,
Vincluding preparation for marriage.

To encourage, the student to engage in wholesome

4,

recreation.

To encourage the student to practice good'health.

:habits and keep.hiMself physically and mentally 'fit.'

o, To enc'ourage thestudent topaticioate in tonttruc7

tive 'civic 'activities ,and' to 8bey,the.law.

To help the student to W.i8en his, knowledge and

appreciation oflis cultural heriatage.

To:help the student enter occupational training or

find satisfactoryemployment.

While continuation educa'tion studentsAave secial prObleMs,

they also have the same needs as'fulltiMe students for the
1

.

. realization of individual goals, effective human relation-'

ships, economic independence, /and citizenship._ A primary

need for most of these indivi(iluals is a high, school.diplom4
,

V for its equivalent.

11
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The largest single groupof students requiring. attention
4

through the continuation education program consistsof

/

104

those who drop out of full-time scfiogrl or who are potential

dropouts with problems that require they transfer 'from / the

regular_ school. Many of these students exhibit antisocial

and,. as a result, create problems for themselves
. .

--amt-for the community. When any decrease in job opportunity

for the unskilled occurs, dropouts often are the last to

- be hired and the' first to be fire., The continuation edu-

ication program leading to a diploma s important
4
te this

group and to society because of.its immediate conservation

pf human resources and its long-term value in improving

employability.

Students served by'the continuation education program in-
,

clude those,returning to school %lifter long'periods of ab-
;

. ,'

-sence,:those transferring or enrelting late, those needing.
S f

special guidance, those involved in juvenile.6ourt action,

those with behavioral probleMs, and those needing rehabili-
,,

tation or readjustment training for other reasons. ,

It Must not be assumed;. hOwever, that maladjusted students

are the only ones served by continuation educatioh,,, Stu-

Aents who are well'adjusted enrcli, in this prOgram for )a

variety of reasons. .Many attend classes on a maluntary,.

basis after they have reached the atap limit for compulsory

school attendance. The more flexible features of the con-
\

tinuation education program Stimulate a greater effort anANOR
4

often revive latent ambition for_ educational adyancement:'I
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When the .Education aftle.was,chand raise the
2

codipulsory.attendance requirement to the age of eighteen,

it retained the provision that allowed some.children under

the Age of eighteen to work. Such studeitts were eligible,

under certain rcumstances, to be exempt from.full-time'

School attendance ,and, in Some instances, from part -time

N) attendance. Under the present continuation education law,.

some pertos under the age of eighteen are eligible to at-
,

tend part-time continuation classes. Students are required

to attend school, with some exceptions, on a fUllor oart-

time. basis, until their eighteenth birthday or Fitil.they,"
\'

have graduated from high school.
, .

The continuation education student, likethe'reuIar, full-

time student, is required to attend school. His parents

are responsible for his attendanee.' If the-studentis tru-

ant, his uhexcused absences are in theory brought to the

attention of the juvenile court in the'county of his resi-

dence-.

The growth dfeontinuatiOn-education in the list fiVe years

has. been steady. 19772 :theschool' dista7-_Cts of

maintained high sehools pro,_ded 237 con-

tinuation.sehools plUs four Schools in districts that main-

fained both SchoOls and classes (on xegu'lar high school

Campuses), while 45 districts provided claSses only. The

total student enrollment in continuation education during.

the year was4a,863: Of this enrollsr,ent, 6,778 graduated.

five years later, in 1975-76, thienrollment in continuation



educatiorhiad lncreased'to 87-,8.72: There, Ngere 311 continuation

schools as "comnared with the 241 that existed 'five years 'be-

fore. The number of diStricts maintaining classes only.had

dropped to 27 and 10,047 continuation students received high'

School dipldinas during 197-76. more a ntlete pitt'ure of
f

continuation education iri-..1975-76 is shown in Table 14.

Questionnaire Analysisi

/ShOwn in 'Table 15, is a listing, by main position, of those

who filled iri:-the\guestionnaire. Counselor's' and'oriffeip41s.

accounted for 902ereent'of those respondin'gto:the question-
, -

naire, VirtUalti all '(90 percent) of the respondees report-
,

ed'having seen and` te.1 the CMS13E Information BUl.letin,

guarantee of at least minimal knowledge about -the_61SPE:

'Indeed, this group bf respOndges probably representS the

most knowleage4b1group'.in the ScIloolcE, Section-4.on

PerSonal IntervieWs whereHknowledge-of the CHSPE:piograt*as'

rather limited).

School characteristics. The total survey of 1,320 schools

included, the. following: 59 perCesnt public, regular daytime;

17 percent'ptiblic, continuation 4chooj.sj, 913ercent.pUblic,

night Or adult schOOL; 2 percent public, alternative chbol;

9 percent parochial or religious; and 3 percbnt other

.vate. Nearly *.wo-thirds.of thve schools reported offering

regular, comnrehensive,proyeam, 22 percent reported offering

a basic skills or Cont,i.nuation program, 10 percent reported

offering a-college prepatory program, and 2'nercent.'renorted

Open-Qnded responses,and non-response rates'by'
question appear In Appendix VII, \

11')



TABLE 14

DATA CONCERNING CONTINUATION EDUCATIOU IN

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1975 -76

1. Total districts providing high school education 366

2.. Number of"districts providing continuation schools only ,

p258

3. Number of districts proViding bot schools and classes 2

4., Number of dis icts providing continuation classes only 27

5. Number of disc riots enrolling students in ROP/ROC only ,6 ,

6. Number ofydis riots exempted from continuation education .
64

7. Number o 'school districts participating in a. county - operated, program 9'

a. Number of continuation high schools maintained by 2640 districts . 311

9. Tbtal Students enrolled in continuation education
I
1975-76

)
87,872

10. Total studenti enrolled in continuation education in October, 1975 40,114

11. 'Tobfl boys,enrolled in continuation education, 1975-76
.

51,431

12. ,Total girlt enrolled in continuation education, 1975-76 36,441

13. Total students enrolled for 15 hours or more per week 80,630

14. ,Total students 16 years of age and over , y 72,522 ,

151. Total students under,16 years of age 15,350

16. Numberdof students enrolled as result of assignment by school authorities 51,746

NwnIer enrolled at own request ,. 36,126

17, NUmber leaving continuation education before the school year ended

,(forreasons, other than graduation) ,
36,459

Number leaving who transferred 'to another school 12,009,

18. Total'numbe4rof continuation students who graduated from high school L'

,during the year 10,047,

19. Total continuation education students hblding work permits 17,606

20.' Total Continuation education students in work experience, programs 15,343
,

.

21. Ethnic composition of continuation programs ,,

American Indian 1;. 934

Black '

.4 10,803

Oriental 650

:SpaniSh Surname
.

,, 17,550

Other; 57,925,, , 57 ,

,

22. Total crtiticated staff olved in, continuation education 2,788
e I

. i Full-time 2,371,

,:

Part-time q:
,

, 4l7

23. NuMber.of diistricts (aut of 366) which provide opportunity education:for ''.

.

48 1 211/4

.

high school,students ; , , ,

Sourp: Eales, J. R Continuation Educationthe' system lternative, high schools'in

California, Continuation Education; Vol. 2, Number 2, February, 1977,



TABLE 15,

School Questionnaire Resporldees

-

Position Percent i,n Category

Head Counsetor

Guidance Counselors

Principal

..

12*

32%

Vice RririCipal 15%

Dean w . .2%"

4 ._Administratiye Assistant . 1%

.-Clericl Staff 0%

Teache3 2% .

4

Other 1, 5%

SI

108

1



'offering .a vocational program. Shown in Table, 16 through

Table 23 are the school summaries, respectively, for eth-

nicity, tenth-grade dropouts, percent e1igibie for free.
A :

or reduce-priced lunches, percent of students absent, housing

level of families':in the schools' area, average a
N.

whose 2hildren attend the school, scho estimate of parental

occupation, and a characterization of the area served by the

school.

'e.Publicity about the CHSPE. A common Nypothesis to xplain

why greater numbers of students are not taking the CHSPE

is that the schools prov. e very little publicity about
1

the exam. The "qual.ity" of the publicity is som what dif-

ficult to operationalize with frequency, duration, and type

of publicity (and their interaction) in the picture. How-

ever, examining the type of publicity about the CHSPE used

in the schools yie ds2sRme notions about how aggressively
i!fr.

the CHSPE is "sole-H 'More active forms of publicity.
, k

are announcements on the public address system, talks

'given in person, and-ncitices sent home to all students.

More passive forms of pdblicit? are information posted on

bulletin boards and information published in school news-

papers. One form of publicity, co nseling individual stu-

dents, is active but hardly ubiquitous and, fully under,the

contrql of the schools. This highly selective form of pub-

licity is perhabs the most effective mode.

'Shown in Table 24 are the responses to a question regarding

1 2 3

-
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1-TABLE 16

Ethnic Composition of the Schools

,

PLEASE ESTIMATE WHAT PERCENT OF.YOUR SCHOOL'S STUDENTS.ARE
MEMBERS OF EACH ETHNIC GROUP. '

White

Black

Hispanic

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

71%a

3%

2%

Other 2%

110

a) Entries are the mean percentages of all responses to each
category, thus the sum is not 100%.

1 2
ft
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TABLE 17

Percent of June, 1976, ;renth graders Who Dropped Out
r

WHAT PERCENT OF 10th GRADERS FROM HE CLASS. OF JUNE,.1976, DROPPED
OUT OF YOUR SCHOOL (EXCLUDE TRANSFERS TO OTHER SCHOOLS) BEFORE
GRADUATING?

Percent of. Tenth Grade Drop -outs

'0 - 4% 61%

9% 171c

lOtt..- 14% 8%

4%

Percent -
Selecting the Category

15 -.19%

20 -

25 - 29%

30 34%

35 39%

"40 -100% 2%

et

I

0

h.
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T4BLE 18

Students Eligible. for Free or Red ced-priced Lunches

112

c
WHAT PERCENT OF YOUR STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR FREE OR REDUCED-
PRICED LUNCHES?

Percent Eligible

0 - 9%.

10 - 19%,

20 - 29%.

30 - 39%

40 - 49%

50 -100%

I

Percent Selecting the Category

46%

20%

1 a)



TABLE 19

Percent Absent on a D31y Basis

113

I ON A TYPICAL DAY, APPROXIMATELY WHAT PERCENT OF YOUR:SCHOWL'S
STUDENTS ARE ABSENT (BOTH EXCUSED AND .UNE.XCUSED)

4r

Percent Absent
1

Ct4

Percent Selecting the'Category

,5% ,18%

6 - 10%

11 '15%

16 -- 20%

21 -'30%

31 - 40%

41 - 50%

51 -100.%

Cl%

0%



TABLE 2D

Housing Characteristics in the School's Area

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE HOUSING IN YOUR SCHOOL'S AREA?

l N .Category \,

Almost all owner-occupied homes , 13%

dtMos owner-occupied, some
ntal aparttents

114

Percent Selecting the Category

Evenly mixed

Mostly rental apaitments,
some owner-occupied homes 5%

57%

24%

Almost all rental, apartments 1%

1 "Th3

A

et.
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TABLE 21.

School Estimate of Average Income Leve1,of Families

. 115

WHAT IS YOUR. BEST ESTIMATE OF'` THE :AVERAGE INCOME LEVEL OF FAMILIES
J1HOSE CHILDREN ATTEND YOUR SCHOOL?

Category Percent Selecting tie Category

High income 2%

Hicih - mi/ddle Income 16%

Middle Income ;31%

Low - middle Income 40%

Low IncomW -11%"

12)
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TABLE 22

School Estimate of Parental Occuphtions

110

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE OCCUPATIONS OF PARENTS WHOSE'CHILDREN
ATTEND YOUR SCHOOL?

Category

Almost all white collar/
professional

Mostly white collar, some
blue collar

Evenly mixed

Mostly blue Collar, some
white collar,

Percent Selecting the Category

18%

3%

Almost ',..all blue Collar/.
laborer 12%:

130

a

4
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TABLE'23,

, .47
%."

/Characterization of the Area Served by the.School
,

1

HOW WOULD YOU "CHARACTERIZE THE AREA SERVED BY YOUR SCHOOL?

Category

City of more than 300,000
population

City offmore than 100,000
but less than 300,000 and:'
usually character4tid 577by
itself, not beirig-near or
part-of a tore populated
area

Located near a city of more.
than 300,000

CommUnity (incorporated as a
city or torn or an unin-
corporated area).or more
than 25000 but less than
100,000 and: usually
ch.aracte ed as by itself,
not as being,near orjpart
of 4 more populated area

.Located near a.tity f more
than 300,p00

Located near a City bf more
than `100,000 but less than
;300,000

Cominunity (incorporated as a
city or town or an unin-
Corporated,area) of 2,500 to
25,000 and usually
characterized aq by self,
not being nearor p rt
of a more populated area,

Located- near a city of more
than 300,000

Percent Selecting the Category

17%

A

6%

7%

17%'

13%

t.4-4

.31..
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pf;

'Located near 'a city of 'more
than 10'0, 000 but less thdn'
300,000

Located near .a city or town of
more than 25,000 but less
than 100,000,

Rural area, less',.than'2,500
population -

Percent Selecting the Category

4%



TABLE 24.

SOURCES OF P9BLICI

1

OUT, THE CHSPE

BELOW ARE SOME POSSIBLE CHANNELS THROUGH WHICH STUDENTS MIGHT HAVE. BEEN INFORMED ABOUT THE CHSPE.

AT THE TIME OF THE DECEMBER, 1975, CHSPE, TO WHAT EXTENT WERE THESE USED? SINCE THAT TIME, HAS

THERE BEEN AN INCREASE Oft DECREASE IN USAGE?

Source

a) Public address system ,

b) Information posted,on

bulletin boards

c) School newspaper

d) The school's printed

daily or weekly bulletin

e) Talks given in person by

staff or faculty member

in assembly or class

f) Notices sent home with

all students

g) Counseling individual

students to take the

CHSPE

h) Local newspaper ,

I) Other

December, 1975

Not Used Us0

used infrequently moderately

71% 9% 14%

7% 8% 28%

40% 21% 30% 9%

33% 12% 24%

/

45% 22% 20%

77% 12% 7%

(

6% 18% 40%

42i 27% 24%

74% 4% 11%

133
.

Trend since December, 1975

Used Decreased Basically Increased

often use unchanged use

6%

57 %'

31%

13%

4%

36%

7%

11%'

12% 85i j%

3% 84% 13%

9% 84% . 7%

7% 85% , 8%

f

), 8% 82% 10%

,,,

9% 88% 3%

2% 75% 23%

9% 86% 5%

9% 8.4% 7%
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sources of publicity in December, 1975, and the trend since.

then. What is most impressive is that the three highest

percentages in the "used often" column occur for two pas -

sive ,(information posted op bulletin boards and the schools

printed bulletin) Sources and one highly selective (indi-

vidual counseling) source of publicity. Probably one of

most effective (in the sense of getting the most in-

formation to, the most students) types of publicity is'.the'

notice sent home with all studentS, something neafrly' 80

'percent of 'the schools reported not using. Also interesting

are the trends since December, 1975,--basically unchanged.

The greatest, increased type, used occurred for individual coun-

- seling, although the nature of this counseling is unknown.'

The comparison of'types bf publicity ,.between regular and

continuation high schools is noteworthy. Continuation high

schools used the more active methods of publicizing the

f_

CHSPE: faC?x ulty staff talks, which 38 percent used often,

and individual counseling which 61 percent used often.

Continuation high schools are of course generally smaller,

more relaxed, more intimate ,institutions, in which it is

somewhat easier to use the more active types of publicity.

Additional information about the CHSPE. Respondents were

asked what other organizations they contacted for additional

information 0.bout the CHSPE. District offices, other schools,

community colleges, and organizations of school personnel_

were 'the most frequently ;,elected. Shown in Table 25 are
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TABLE 25

Organizations Contacted by School Personnel

INDICATE IF YOU HAVE OR HAVE NOT CONTACTED ANY OF THE ORGANIZATIONS
LISTED BELOW FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHSPR, SUCH AS
'THE ORGANIZATION'S POLICIES RELATING TO THE CHSPE.

a) a) ,

b)

Fc)

Organization
l'ercent who
.have contaCted,

Your school district office

County Education Office

State Department of Education

60%

21

21
.4

d) Educational Testing Service (ETS) 31

e) Other high school(s). 51

f) University of California 2.0

.g) California State University or
Colleges 28

h) Comtunity colleges 44

i) Federal civil service 3

j) California -civil service 2

k) Local (county, municipal) civil service 4

1) Branches, of the Armed Forces 42

m) Private employers 18

n) Trade unions 5

o)

p)

Teacher organizations

Organization of guidance counselors,
school administrators, or attendance

11

officers' 44

q) Other 3

1 '3,;
4
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the reqUlts for the Various categories.
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The organizatibns

.with the most information out.the CHSPE are'the State

Department of Education acid Educational Testiki4 Service;

these were contacted only 21 percent and 31 percent, respec-

tively. There Was,not much difference between regular and

qontinuation high schools, although a higher percentage ,

of regular high school' respondents .contacted the University

of California, the California State University and Colleges,

and communitv.colleges.

CHSPE related outcomes. School personnel were asked about

I))a variety of outcomes related to the CHS E, grouped under
v

the generic category "CHSPE Related 0 t mes." 'The idea

was to obtain a (1.ough estimate of the numbers of persons

interested in some aspect of the program at the time of the

December, 1975, CHSPE, and then to estimate the trend t

the present time. The school level respondents perceived

more below-average students interested in the CHSPE than

bright students. On a four-point scale from none (1) to

many (4), the mean response to bright students interested.

was 2.1, compared with a mean response of 2.6 for below-

aVerage students interested in the CHSPE. Continuation

high schools report a higher number than regular high .schools

of brighter students interested in the CHSPE (mean of 2.1

for regular high schools; compared with 2.4 for continuation

high schools). Moreover, Continuation high schools report

a slightly lower number than regular high schools of below-



ow"

Average students interested in the CHSPE (mean of 2.8 for,

, regular high schools, compared with 2.4 for continuation

high schools). What is deceptive in this cgmparison is

that the ,perception of who is bright or below-average al-

most Certainly varies between regular NO continuation

high schools. The trend, however,, is a crucial indicator

independent of the fallability of the initial estimate.

For both regular andcontinuation highschools, more than

70 percent report no change since Oecemb9, 1975, in bright

or below-average students interested in the ,CHSPE, although

spntinuation schools as a whole do report a higher increase
lor

in the number of bright students interested in the CHSPE.

Thus, while both, regular and continuation high schools per-

ceived greater numbers. of below-average students rather

than bright students interested in the CHSPE, continuation

school officials reported,a higher percentage of bright stil-

dents interested in CHSPE.

Shown in Table 26 are the summary responses to the CHSPE

outcoMes. The trends do show that there is-a sizeable in-

crease in the number of students picking.up CHSPE applica-
'

tions and in inquiries from students. Continuation high

schools reported more interest than regular high schools
)

did in terms of inquiries and student interest. Moreover,

,continuation high schools reported a higher percentage than

regular high schools did of increase in the trends since:

December, 1975.
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TABLE 26

School Related giSPE Outcomes

BELOW ARE SOME CHSPE MATED 'OUTCOME'S WHICH MAY HAVE OCCURRED IN, YOUR SCHOOL SINCE THE

DECEMBER, 1975, CHSPE. PLEASg INDICATE WHETHER YOU HAVE NOTICED AN INCREASING OR

DECREASING TREND IN EACH OUTCOME,

At the time of the

December, 1975, exam

Trend since

December, 1975

None ,Few Several p Mean Decrease No change

TT 7 (3)
a) Bright. students

interested in the

. CHSPE 19% 581,

b) Below-average

students inter-

ested in the r

CIISPE 1,,-.,,,, r

c) Students picking

up CIISPE applic,a-

tions 8% 35%

d) Students who have

their application

forms age-verified 17% 36%

e) Inquiries from

students -4. 5% 33%

f) Inquiries from

teachers 24% 55%

g)' Inquiries from

parents 20% 60%

21%

43%

2%

14%.

2;1

2,6

'16%

11%

31%

68%

42% 15% 2,6' 14% 59%

32% 15% 2,4 10% 78%'

40% 22% 2,8 12% 60%

17% 4% 2,0 13% 77%

17% 3% 2,0 10% 74%

'14%

21%

27%

12%

28$

10%

16% 4

14



h) Inquiries from

community agencies

(for example,

juvenile justice,

employmellt'or

welfare services,

employers)

1 Other outdomes:

At the time of the

December, 1975, exam

Trend since

December, 1975

None, Few Several p Mean Decrease No c an e Increase

71T-- T2T (31

56 %' 38% '5% 1%

85% ) 9% 5% 1%

1.5 7% .86% 7%

1.2 .9% 85% 6%
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Students who have passed the CHSPE an are staying in school.

Examinees who have passed the CHSPE and elect to stay in

school are of particular interest to school personnel,

since it is these passers who have the greatest potential

for causing alterations in the curriculum. In Section 3

of this report on "Examinee Characteristics," it was noted

that those eXaminees wholipass th-e CHSPE and remain in school

are not asking for increased freedom. within the school struc-
,\...

ture, On, the school qbestionnaire, questions were asked

to.ascei'tain:,14hetne-or not schools allow these students

.additional freedOm. The answer, in short, is -that

'Schools, ingeneral, do not allow the CHSPE passers, who re-

main in school any additional freodom from courses or.hours

attelpded., Continuation high schools are somewhat more flexi-

ble in their responses, particularly in alloWing for case-
.

bv-case exCeptions.- :Shown in Tablev27. are the responses of
,

the_schoolSto questions on general course requirements and

hours. The overwhelming response 'is not to allow freedom

from any requirements. This attitude was strongly corrpbo-

Alkited during the perSonal inter-View phase this study,
- ,

described, in the following. section.

Shown-imieible 28 are' the summary responses to a' question

concerning. changes in selected actions of passers who remain

in school. For the most part, school personnel repOrte-a'no..

Change on the listed. variables for those CHSPE pasSerS who:-

remain in school. The one area where the greatest increase

occurred was in the self-conEidence oE those who passed and
%

1.1
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TABLE 7

ool Policy, for CHSPE Passers Who Remain in Schoo

REGARD NG STUDENTS WHO RAVE PASSED THE CHSPE AND' -CARE STAYING
IW SC OOL:

a) Passers re exemp from
all -requirtatour s

b) .Passers are 'exempt from
some required cdurses

Pesters are allowed'to
attend school fewer hours

'd) Passers are not required
to accumulate the sual
number of Course ours //
for graduation 13 79

e) Passers arc tree from ,al
requirements relatin to
courses,' total cou'r e
hours and attendan e

Y

12%

4 80

12

Depends on the
individual case

74%. 14%

71 17

11 81



TABLE 28

CHARCTER atm OF STUDENTS WHO PASS THE CHSPE

AND REMAIN, IN SCHOOL

AMONG STUDENTS WED HAIL PASSED THE CHSPE AND ARE STAYING IN SCHOOLL

To what extent have yoU noticed

change in thd following:

. a) .Signups for non - required' courses?

Signups for shorter or more

flexible hours?

c) Reguests,for.curricular

innovations or independent

studies?

d) Requests for exemptidns from

certain school rules?

Studiousness?

f) Absenteeism?

g) DiSr4tiveness

h) Apathy

1) Self-confidence?.

Decrease No Change

2% 94%

1%
88%

1% 93%

1% 95%.

'86%

4% 95%

'6% 89%

1% 81%

Increase

1

Have foil taOriar

aotion to deal wi

these outcomes?

Yes

7% 53%

9% II

6%1

4%

93%,

t 95%

8% 92%

12% 88%

6% ''94%

7% 93%

8% 92%
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remained. The schools apparently have not taken any action

le deal with any of the listed outcomes, probably because

so few reported any changes. These data are consistent

with the data reported in Section 3 that the students them-
Mir

selves reported not varying their behavior in school. It

. seems clear the schools expect those who stay in school to

behave as if they had not received a diploma equivalent and

to conform to the usual rules and regulations. Furthermore

th6se who choose to stay in school accept, if not desire,

their status as regular diplogla-seeking students.

Students who have failed the CHSPE. One of the controver-

sial aspects of the CHSPE program is tAt the schools are

not told which of their students did not pass the CHSPE.

The schools are provided with the number who were certified

at their schools and the names of those who passed the CHSPE.

Those whose names do not appear on the school pass list. ei-

ther failed the CHSPE or failed to shoW for the exam. Many

school personnel have complained thdt they need to know the

faildrs in order to provide counseling, which may include

rer ediation, However, only one-third of the superintendents

and. principals interviewed (see Section 5) believed the

schools should be provided with the names of toilers; the

remainder, respected the right of privacy for those students

who chose to take the CHSPE. In ,any case, the schools gen-

erally know informally who has failed the exam, since they

know generally who signed-up, and they know who passed.

1 4 r



School respondents were asked to what extent they had noticed

changes in some activities relating to those who failed the

CHSPAt Shown in Table 29 are the summary results of these

questions. Significant increases are, noted in the areas Of

effort to get study help and requests for guidanbe. It is

in these same areas where some action has been taken by

school officials to deal with the increase. Not surprisingly,

the self-confidence among the failers was perceived by nearly

20 percent of the school respondents to have decreased.

There are systematic differences between regular#nd con-

tinuation high schools. In every category, the responses

of continuation personnel included a higher percentage of
14

responses at both the "increase" and "decrease? category,

and fewer percentage responses in the "no change" category.

It may, be that continuation school staff 4mbers are more

aware of failers' attitudes, given the smaller size and less

structured environment prevalent in most continuation schools.

Continuation school respondents also indicated in a greater

proportion than regular high school respondents that they

have taken action to deal with the various outcomes.

School curriculum. Many school people have expressed con-

cern that the stress on functional literacy and basic ap-

plied skills, both characteristic of the contents of the

CHSPE, may alter the nature of the curriculum. Indeed, if

greater numbers of students elect to take the CHSPE and

great numbers fail, then the schools are apparently not

1.I
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TABLE 29

CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS WHO FAIL THE CHSPE

AND REMAIN IN SCHOOL

AMONG STUDENTS 1,1110 DAVE FAILED THE CIISPE:

To what, extent have you noticed a

change in the following:

Have you taken any

action to deal wit

these utcomes?

Decrease NO Change Increase Yes No

a) Studiousness? 6% 81% 13%
,

b) Absenteeism? 6% 81% 13%

c) Disruptiveness? 4% 93%" 3%'

d) Apathy?

e) Self-confidence?

f) Effort on rtheir part to get
i

stddy help for the next

8%

19%

82 %.

78%

10%

lt

CUSH ,

g)' Requests for guidance?

h) Dropping out of school altogether

3%

2%,

2%

66%

'63%

93%

. 31%

35%

i'15%

1 15% 85%

17% 83%

'8% 92%

13% 87%
I'

18% 82%

125% 75%*

28% 72%

17% 83%

14 :) 15
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providing the kind of instruction necessary to exceeding

the CHSPE cut-off. However, great numbers (relatively

speaking) are not ta4ing the CHSPE, and many of those who

do take it are not dissatisfied with the current school

curriculum--leading to little coordinated pressure to modify

the school curriculum.....1re'are ways in which schOls

could prepare students for the CHSPE--the-best way would

be to offer a special clasi stressing 1) fundamental arith-

metic operations at about an "eight grade" level, 2) literal
1

comprehension of everyday materials such as newspapers, and

3) basic communicative writing skills.

In response to a question asking if the school had modified

its curriculum as a result of the CHSPE, an impressive pro-

portion (94 Percent) reported that they had not modified

their curriculum. This fact was verified in response to a

similar question in the personal interview phase o.f this
.

study. Continuiation high school personnel_reported a much
)

.

highe percentage of curriculym modification-r20 percent

indi ted they had modified their curriculum in some way.

Some typical ways of modifying the curriculum are special .

i
classes, independent st liag is testing,;arld special

tutoring situations.

Only 10 percent of the 'regu r high schools offer specifi&

fastudy help_ toward the CHSPE, while more tban'half (53 per-
,

cent) the continuation schools offer study help., The par-

ticular types of study help offered are displayed in Table

30, along with a comparison b tween continuation high schools

7

1 5



'TALE 30

Specific Study Help Toward the CHSPE

DOES YOUR SCHOOL OFFER SPECIFIC STUDY HELP TOWARD THE tHSPE?

Percent Responding YES

Regular High School
. 4

10%

133

Continuation High School

53%

AMONG SCHOOLS THAT INDICATED THAT THEY DO OFFER SPECIFIC STUDY HELP:

Percent Who Offer

Regular High School ,Continuation High School

a) A class for
credit 17% 43%

,-=.;-;---b) A class or
workshop, not
for'credit 4$ '42%

c) A study kit 25% 50%

d) Tutoring by
students; granting
credit to tutors 6%

e) Tutoring by
students; not
granting credit
to tutors 11%

19%

12%

f) Teacher staying
after school or
during "free"
hour and helping
students practice
for the CHSPE 29% 49%

g) Diagnostic testing
of individuals 31%

. 66%

h) Other 41% 46%

.11

152
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and regular high schools., Diagnostic testing of individuals,

study kits, teacher help, and classes for credit rate, high

among the specific Study offerings, with continuation, high

Schools involved ina greater proportiOn than regaar high

,schools.

Attitude .toward,CHSPE. Questionnaire respondents were asked

to characterize the general attitude of various individuals

or groups toward the CHSPt. the summary results appear in

Table 31. Guidance counselors and studentS are the'two

groups most favorable toward the CHSPE, followed closely by

principals and superintendents. Continuation school per-

sonnel reported significantly higher percentage in*the

"favorable" category for all persons or groups. The per-

centages in" the "favorable" column of Table .31 lire' consider-

'ably inflated in compairison to the results of the personal

interviews, and the percentages in the "wlfavorable" column

are substantially, lower than those obtained in the personalty

interview phase.- One possible reason for this discrepancy

is that the person who completed the mail survey knew the

most about.the CHSPE program and may have been more favorably .

impressed--perhaps hi's more positive attitude somewhat fla- 3

vored his judgment $ith respect to others' opinions. It

is enough to note that among those researchers who conducted

th field interviews, no such pervasive positive attitudes

were found (except among some continuation school personnel).

Some school conditions. The school representative was asked
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TABLE 31

General Attitudes *mud the CHSPE

AMONG THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS CONNECTED WITH YOUR SCHOOL, HOW WOUliD YOU

04RACTERIZE THEIR GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD THE CHSPE PROGRAM?

,

a) principal

b) Guidance counselors

Unfavorable

9%

7%

c) Students
t 4

d) Teachers

1%

10% .

e) Parents 8%

f) Local business'community 10%

g)' Local school board 7%

h)' ,Disrict superintendent 7%

Neutral Favorable Divided

(2)

32% 54%

238, 61V 9%

,I,

30% 56% 13,
.

34% 35% 21%

'33% 32% 27%

56% 16% 18%

42% 40% 11%

4%

38% 51%
41

4%



to what extent certain conditions have been altered in

several areas Over the last five years. The majority (81

percent) of the schools reported an increase in the variety

of courses offered, with continuation high schools' showing

a greater increase. The emphasii on basic skills is mani-

fest: EightyLeight percent of'the regular `high 'school's

'and77 perceAof the'continuatio high schools reported

an increase in such emphasis. The evidence gathered in the

personal interviews substantiated these figures but also

made' ear that this increased interest in the basic skills

is not a result of theICHSPE program. The range of alter-

native grading practices has not changed for most (60 per-

cent) schools, with no differences in this regard between

continuation high schools and regular high schools.

School personnel were asked to indicate theovariety of pro-

grams or courses offered in thiir school. Showl in Table

Aer32 are the summary results, for this question. The differ7

ences between the structure of continuation high schools

and regular high schools is eminently evident on these vari-
#

ables The high interest in remedial basic .skills instruc-

tion and consumer education are positive indicatOrs for

potential CHSPE takers.

4

Average daily attendance (a.d.a.) losses. A decrease in

a.d.a. caused by CHSPE passers who wave school and the re-

suiting funding loss is clearly the alient disincentive

from the schools' perspective. Thelfinancial impApt, both



Programs or Courses Operating' in the School's

131

PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER OR NOT THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS OR COURSES*ii:
CURRENTLY OPERATING AT YOUR SCHOOL.

Category.

College advanced
placement 19%

Self-paced learning 74% 99%

Percent Selecting`, the, Category

Re u ar H h School, Continuation High School

Diagnostic
prescriptive
education

Student exhange.
program

Dropout prevention
program

66%

71%

85%

3%

481 82%

Bilingual program 54%

Remedial basic
skills instruction 99% 99%

Career exploration 96% 95%

Ethnic studies 51% 55%

Women's stdies 24% 40%

Consumer education 93% 92%

Sociology, anthro-
pology, or
psychology
courses 94% 78%

9%

15
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,Jr
itatewide hria.within districts, is exflored in Section:6,

of this repott. The issue addressed on the questiorinaire

was to what extent the schools viewed the a.d.a. loss as

a problem, on a three-pointscale ranging from "not a prdb=

.lem" (1), to a "serious problem,', ".. (3)." Zhe mean response

for all schools was 1.3, with.73 percent iindicating that .

loss of students and consequent a.d.a. loss is not viewed

as a problem. The 'differences between continuation high

schools and regular high schools is revealing: The, mean

for regular high,sc ools is 1.4, with 67 percent indicating

that a.d.a. loss was not roblem; the mean value for.

continuation high schools

.ing that a.d.a. loss was

personal interviews with

tiates these findings--near

tors interviewed believe that

At the time of the December, 1

percent reported believing

is 1.2, with 81 percent indicat-

not'a problem. 1esults4f the

dministrators substan-

82 percent of the administra-

d.a. loss .is Tot a problem.

97 CHSPE, however, only 50

.d.a.-loss would be a se-

riousproblem. These fi ures are substantially more opti-

mistic than,report6d by State Department of Education con-

sultants whojnet with school administrators throughout the

1975-76 school year.

Continuation high schools may, be less concerned than regu-

lar high schools about a.d.a. losses for two reasons. First,

continuation schools are gene-rally operating at full capacity

with many more students desiring entrance than is allowed--
the loss of a few students or even a s,ignificant number of

1; 0



udentS 'could" be regained rapidly. Second, continuation.

11i0 sChools, in "equalization" districts are.clefsifieda$

.

"necessary sma1,1 high schools" (EducatioeCode § 41707)

and, as such, have. only to fall wit jtin a broad a.d.a. range

..te, receive their'revenue Share. Th loss of a few a.d.a.

units would not be detrimental unles the clifforence dropped

the school'into another categorl',..1

'To'ferret out systematic differences among regular high

schpols, sponses to the a.d.a. loss question were compared

on numerous school characteriStic variables. Shown in Table

33 are the mean responses for regular high schools of vary-
c 0

ing characteristics. Inferential statistical tests were

-not used, since, for all practical purposes, the entire

population of schoolp Has surveyed; thus differences in

mean are "real," althoughpossibly educationally insignifi-

cant. The higher the mean value, the more a.d.a. loss is

perceived as a problem. The general trend for the socio-.

economic status (SES) indicators (housing, income, "occupa-

tion) is that a.d.a. loss is /enerally perceived as less a

problem for schools in the lower SES ranges. The greatest.

concern over'loss of a.d.a. occurs for schools whose chil-

dren's parents live in owner-occupied housing, have incomes

in the high-middle range, and have occupations which are

mostly white-collar. Furthermore, higher concern over a.d.a.

loss occurs in the 5 to 9 percent tenth grade dropout range

(only 17 percent of the schools a4 in that category) and

the middle ranges of the percent eligible for free lunch.

15J
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riable

erCent..Tenth Grade Dropouts

- '4%

5 4- 9%

,T4DLE 31

Percepti6 s of a.d.a. Lo ses forRegular
High School of Differing C aracteristiCs

10 - 14%

15,- 19%

20 - 24%

25 - 29%

30 - i4%

35 -.09%
. lk

40 --orMore

Percent Eligible for Free Lunch

0 - 9%

10 - 19%.

2Q - 29W

30 - 39%1\

40 - 49% '

50 - or more

Percent Absences

Less than 5%

6 10%

11 r 15%/

16 - 20%

21 - 30%
. -

a) -Mean responses 4q,, compUted on the scale ,(1) not a problem
-(2) somewhat of 7kproblem (3) 'serious problem for the state-

. ment "Loss of stbdents and consequent. ADA l9ss"

Meana

1..35

1.41

1.33

1.43

10

.1.4

.435

,145

54

'22- "

23

5

2

5

1.36 294 r

1.41 183

1.37 99

1.43 47

1.29. 31

1.13
ti

55

1.37 84

1.39 42E

1.33 156

1.27 41

1.13 16

160'
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Variable Mean n

97

440

Housing in Sdhools' Area

Owner Occupied

Some Rental

1.43

1.33

Evenly Mixed 1.41 169

Mostly Rental 1.17 24

, All Rental 2.0 2

Estimate of Average Income Level

Hikh Inbome 1.18 11

High - Middle 1.41 118

Middle 1.40 236

Low - Middle 286

Low 1.22 54

Parental Occupation

Professional 1.38 34

Mostly White 'Co'llar 1.44 130

Evenly Mixed 1.38 203

Mostly Blue Collar 1.33 284

All Blue Collar 1.29 72

1E
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Caution should be exercised in the interpretation of these

di,fferences--they are not large differences, and all the
yo

means are'closer to the "not a problem" category than the

"somewhat of a problem" category.

School personnel were also asked whether, aside from a.d.a.

loss, loss of bright students and loss of students who need

to be in school is a problem. With respect to bright stu-

dents, the great majority (g7 percent) responded that the

loss of these students is not a Problem, presumably because

great numbers of bright students are not taking the CHSPE

and of those who do and pass, many remain in school. Fewer

(73 percent) perceived the loss of students who need to

in school as "not a problem." In fact, 23 percent re or

they viewed the loss of students who need to be in sc
(

o

as "somewhat of a oroblem." It is a pervasive theme st ted

repeatedly throughout the personal interviews that school

is the best place for mot individuals under the age of 18:,

The school environment allows for ootimtim socialization,
",-,...,. ,

learning opportunities, and ideal conaitions for individual

growth. School administrators e:zpressed the belief that

students should not he released from schools, particularly

those 'students on the Cringe!: of the school environment

(hot the recalcitrAnts). No differences on these issues

were detected between continuation high schools and regular

high schools.

School survey. The following hre the mh-jor Cin(linq from
,

thu school survey component :



Most of the publicity about the CHSPE in the schools

consisted of posting the CHSPE Information Bulletin,

More aggressive means of publicizing, (e.q:, loud-

speaker announcements, talks given in class) were

used sparingly.

School personnel reported more "below average" than

"bright" students interested in the CHSPE.

School personnel, in general, did not allow any

relaxation of requirements for those who passed the

CHSPE and remained in school.

Nearly one-fifth of those school personnel who re-

sponded detected an increase in self - confidence

among stud4nts who passed the CHSPE and remained

in school:

Two-thirds of the school personnel supported the

policy of no releasing the names of non-passers.

One-third of the survey respondents repotted an

increase in requests for study help and requests

for guidance among, those who did not pass the

CHSPI4

Nearly all 4 percent) school personZel reported

that their schools 1 not modified their curricula

as a result of the program.

Questionnaire respondents reported that among vari-

ous groups in the school, guidance counselors and

students wove the most favorable toward the CHSPE.

re*

f
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Three-fourths of the school personnel respondents

indicated; at loss of CHSPE pas'sers and subsequent
, .

revenue losses were not viewed as a problem in their

schools.

Continuation high school respondents were generally

more positive, more flexible in their attitude to-

ward examinees, more willing to provide instruc-

tional opportunities for potential examinees, and

less concerned about losses of per-student.state

aid, than regular high school, respondees.

7,
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DISTRICT AND SCHOOL INTERVIEWS

District and school ersonnel interviews were conducted

during the last two weeks of April; 1977, in an attempt to

elicit responses not easily obtainable on a mail question-

naire and to obtain information directly from high-level

administrators. A sample of 30 district superintend nts

and 30 high school principals made up the interview arget

grbup. Unlike that of the mailed questionnaire to schools,

the salient purpose was to contact the individi,a1 who was

the spokesperson for district or school policy. The at-
.

titudes of these top administrators toward the CHSPE pro-

gram are crucial in ase c-ing the secondary school impala

of the CHSPE.

The Instrument

A structured interview instraent was constructed to obtain

. both fact and opinion from the interviewees. Questio

were generated from screenings of the initial respo

from the school questionna ires, as well as from con

ations of district/school policy. The result was a 33-

question 5 tructured interview .`chedule (Appendix VIII) , with

most responses pre-c4pded and comments solicited on each

question.

Training

Five intorviev!ors wore rained in .1 one wool- in-sorvico



workshop. The training included actual interviewin ex-

periences with the:instrument at selected local fiel test

sites. In addition, interviewers were provided with com-

prehensive folder of materials (Appendix IX, describing the

CHSPE program; however, the interviewers were iigtructed

not to function as an information resource (most questions

were directed to the State Department of Education), since

only approximately one hour allocated to conduct each-

interview. The interviewers were instructed to address all
0

questions to the district superintendent, the high school

principal, or their designated representatives. When more

than one district/school representative was present during

the interview (as was often the case),Tit became more dif

ficult to direct attention toward the top administrato-f7

since, for, the most part, his subordinates were more knowl-

edgeable about, the gISPE. The head administrators opinion

was solicited; if he deferred to f7abordinates, this fact

was noted. Shown in Table 34 is the_distribution by posi-

tion of those interviewed and others Present.

Sample District and Schools

There are 254 unified and 115 high school districts in

California, mApportinq 719 high schools and 311 continuatiqn

aChools.1 With a sample of 30 districts, and 30 schools,

generalizations should be made with caution. Since the

major policy considerations revolve around the cu strict,

1. Octnhorronnrt' 1q75-7h. Sacramento: California State
ropa'rtment, cat: Education, 1976.

t
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INTERVIEWEE

OTHERS PRESENT

DISTRIBUTION

LE 34

F DISTRICT AND SCHOOL INTERVIEWEES

BY TITLE

SCHOOL INTERVIEWS DISTRICT INTERVIEWS

..91111--

26 Principals

3 Vice-principals,

1 Director of Pupil ServiCes

16 Superintendents

6 Assistant Superi,in tendents

1 Principal

1 Deputy Supe it endent

1 Coordinator of Secondary Education

1 Counselor

1 Coordinator of Curriculum

and Research)

1 Coordinat'or'of'Instruction

1 Director of Student Personnel

1 Consultant - Group Testing

and Evaluation

1, Guidance Counselor

1 Head Counselor

3 Vice-principals

1 School psychologist

1 ALtendanCPSupervisor

1 'Alop Counselor '

2 AsSistant Superintendents

2 Principals

1 Chairman, Education. Standards

Committee.

LCoordinator

1 Consultant

1 Head of Services

and District Education

1 Administrator of Instruction

and Student Services

.1 Counseling Director

1 Director of Research

2 Pupil Personnel Directors

1 Director of Curriculum

1 Director; of Career Education

1 Coordinatorf Special Education

1 63



the sampling unit was chosen to be the district, with two

schools (regular and continuation) selected within half

the districts. Another cogent reason for selecting the

district as'the first-stage sampling unit was the avail-
/

ability of stratifying variables collected by the California

Assessment Program (CAP). While school-level twelfth grade
ti

data are collected ,forC;AP analysis, continuation high
2

school students are not assessed, effectively ruling' out

the high school as a primary sampling Unit.

Districts were stratified on four variables, resulting in

54 cells from which to sample the 30 districts. This sam-

pling framework is displayed in Figure 4. Definitions of

the stratifying variables are as follows:

District type.1 Districts were typed as either unified or

high school in order to.expose any systematic policy dif-

ferences with respect to the CHSPE nrogram.

District size.2 istrict size, classified as high, medium,'

or low, was based on the number of students tested in the

twelfth grade CAP. The classyficat ons were as follows:

Large : 3,500 students or more
Mediums between 501 and 3,499 stkudents
Small fetrer than 501 students

Shown in Table 35 is the 1973 distribution of schools by

size (number of students tested) of district and by size,

1. The cource for this variable is the 1977 California
Public School director7. Sacramento: California State
Denartment of Education, 1977.

,2. The source Cor district size is thb 1975-_,76 California
Assessment Program data file.
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,BLE 35 )

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS BY SIZE OF DISTRICT AND SIZE OF SCHOOL, 1973*
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of school. As district size increases, school size also

increases, so that the large districts, account for most

of the students in rather large schools. Thus in terms

of a sample representing the greatest number of students,

the emphasis should be on the Medium or large distriCts.

However, the sample should also accurately reflect the

views of the smaller districts.

AFDC.' The percent Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) was trichotomized from the statewide percentile dis-

tribution into high, medium, or low as follows:

State Ph-centile Ranks Percent AFDC
)

High : 67 - 100

Medium: 34 - 66

Low 33- 0

over 10%

4.8% - 9.9%

4.7% or below'

Early in 1976 each district completed a questionnaire askipg

for the enrollment of each school in the district and the

number of students in the school whose families were re-

ceiving AFDC assistance. For each twelfth grade school,

the number of students was divided by the school enrollment

to yield a percent AFDC figure.

was calculated by weighting the percent AFDC EigUre for

4

The district AFDC value

each high school by the number of twelfth Ljrade students

tested in the school. The district figures were then ranked

and percentiles computed.

1. The;1;;ource for percent AFDC is the 1975-76 California
Froqcdm .dat CLle.

1 .1:''



District location. DIstrict'location was classified as

rural, urban, or s u;ban based on the following indeic of

iv
sch ool location:

Urban f more than 300,000_popu1ation

Suburban: -Cityofpore than 100,000 but less than

30.0,000:'
.Usually characterized as by itself, not

being,near or part of a more popu-

'lated area

2. LOCated near a city of moreglan 300,000

doMmUnity (incorporated as a city or town

n unincorporated area) of more than

00 but lessthan 100;000:

Usually characterized as by itself, not

as- being near or part of a more popu-

lated.area

Locateri neat a city of more than-300,000

. Located near a city of more than 100,000

but less than 300,000

Community (incorporated as a city or town

or.an unincorporated area) of 2,500 - 25,000:

1. Usnal1y characterized a s,by itself, not

as being near or part ofa more poprt-

.lated circa

Located near a city of more than-300,000

1. The Ic-Iui-co forthi:-; they 1q74-75 CaliCorn{a
Asses=ent_ Progr,ILI

r..

1 -;',I
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3. Located near a city of more than 100,000

4111tt. less than 300,000

LecIted near a city or town of more

44/25,000 but less than 100,000

Rural: iRural./area: less 'than 2,500 population:

1. Usually charact8rizel as 13y itself, not

as being near or part,of a MOD popu-

lated area

2. Lo'cated near a city (Amore than 300,000

. 3. Located near a city orgtown of more

than 100,000,but less than 300,000

4. Located near a city or. town of more

than 25,000 but less than 100,000

5. Located near a city or :town of moraw
, , -

tharv2,500 but less *han.25,000

A 'district was assigned the modal claSsificationioe the

schools within the district reporting location on the
. s

.twelfth grade CAP tes
.40

The saMbling framework was cOmoosed of 2 16A..x3.x-43:= 54

cells?' and is, depicte.in FigUre 4. ,The number of districts

selected (30) is indicate-d,,by parentheses within sample.

cells. l
/ .4,

n asterisk Ihdicates schools were selected.With0 in

lar cell!`'
4 -,

11/4! ,
Whileit)is true the numberbf sampled districts'is smai0.1

in .comparison to.the total number ,of dis't'ricts (about qn

pere.nt sample)heselected districts containa twelfth-
.

grad8,pepulation..representing.a5'pereen o'f'the statewide

that part

1
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4

total. Shown in Table 36 is the twelfth-grade enrollment

(raw and as a percentage of total twelfth-grade enrollment)

for the sample districts. The "weighting"in the sample

selection in favor of high twelfth-grade enrollment dis-

tricts allows ,for a balancing of district representative-

ness and student representation in a sample.of only 30

districts.

Two high schools, a regular and continuation high:school,

were selected from each ot half the ,sample districts. These

15 districtsArere selected to include as many cells as

possible (see Figure 4) but "weighted" toward the large and

medium sized districts. The sample istricts and schools

are listed,in Table 37.

An additional index, the CIISPE utilization index, was com-

puted for schools and districts. The' index is 'an indicator
. .

of the relative number of students who took the'CHSPE in a

given school.} The index was computed for a school by sum-

ming the number of,CVSPE,examinees oVer the first three

administrations and dividing by tw71 th-

District utilization was comout

rade enrollments

i ilar The inddx

then dichotomized into a high and. low classification:.

A continu#tion high school and regular high school were

chosen -each of the 15 sample districts, with the schools'

within,distticts matched on the CHSPE utilization index.

1. The number is the sum of those who registered in a
given School presumably'a close appro.ximation-to those
actually residing in the school's'area.

1
1,4

° (41,



TABLE 36

Twelfth-grade Enrollment for Sample Districts

/ Enrollment
Twelfth-grade

11.,

Percentage
of Total

Long Beach Unified School District 3,929 1.37

os Angeles Unified School District

41

1 . 12.51

San Diego City Unified School District 7,865 2.75

San Francisco Unified SChool District. 4,936 1.72,

Oakland Unified School District ,.. 3;125 1.09

San Jose Unified School District
t

2,379 .83

San Bernardino Unified School District 2,033 .71

Pasadena Unified School District 1,673 .58

Mendocino Unifi School Jpistrielt 41 .01

Washington,Unified School Disttict 302 .11
4 *

Newark Unified SChool District 549 .19

ABC Unified School District 1,425 .50

Kelseyviille Unified School District 50 .02

Benicia Unified School District 181' .06

San Juan Unified School District. 3,963 1.39

. From the October Report 1975-7.6, California. State Department
of Education, Sacramento. 4
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4

Enrollment Percentage
Twelfth-grade of Total

San Ramon Valley Unified
School DiTict

Conejo Valley'Unified School District.

0ro Madre Unified School District

895

1,263

132

.34#

.44

.05

TahOe-Truckee Unified School District 197 .07

Monteb low Unified School District 1,420 .50

Campbell union High School District 3,259 1.14

Oxnard Union High School District 2,261 .79

Red Bluff Union High School District 368 .13

Kern Union High School District -3,626 1.27

"Anaheim Union High School District 5,253 1.83

Huntington Beach Union High School
District 4,270 1.49 "N.

San Mateo Union High chool District 2,691 .94

Tamalpais Union HighSchool Bistrict 1,316 .46

San Dieguito Union High School District 790 .28

GrossmOnt Union High School District 4,389 1.53

TOTAL 100,368 35.07

STATEWIDE TOTAL 285,868 35;16

1 10
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SAMPLE DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS

. DISTRICT SCHOOLS TYP

LONG BEACH UNIFIED 1. Polytechnic Senior High

2. Lakewood Senior High

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED 3. Aliso Continuation

4, Bell Senior High

SAN DIEGO CITY 5. Midway Jr Sr High School'

6. Point Lama Senior Oigh

,SAN FRANCISCO 7. c3lin A. O'Connell Voc High V

B. J. Eugene McAteer High

OAKLAND

ABC UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

SAN JOSE UNIFIED

9. Dewey, Continuation High

10. Cstlemont Senior High

11. Tracy Education Center

12: Gahr High School
4

13. Edison' High School'

14. Pioneer High School

PASAD UNZFIED
r

15. Foothill High.School.

16. Blair High School

17. La Entrada ContinuationSAN JVUAN UNIFIED\
18. Del Campo High School
1



3.

DISTRICT
I

SCHOOLS TYPE

CAMPBELL UNION HIGH SCHOOL 19. 'Williams High School

OXNARD UNION HIGH SCHOOL.

20. Blackford High School

21. Frontier High School .

Channel Islands High School

RED BLUFF 23 Salisbury High School
(/

24. Red Bluff High School R

ANAHEIM UNION HIGH SCHOOL 25. Gilbert High School 4,- C

26. Savanna High SchoOl ,
R

KERN UNION HIGH SCHOOL 27. Arvin Continuation High Schbol C

28. North High Sc 01 R

1GROSSMONT UNION HIGH SCHOOL 29. Chaparral High'School C

30. El Cajon Vall ,Nigh

a

1S0
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Matches were not always possible due to the limited selection

of continuation high schools (most districts haVe only one)

Whete. there was a choice of schools, random selection pro-

cedures were used. Shown in Figure 5 is the diStribution

of high schools within the selected districts.

Intervie4p,Resu1ts

Overview. In general, district superintendents and school

principals view tilt CHSPE as an alternative for those stu-

dents who are unable to 'adapt to the-school environment.
0

There is, howver, strong sentiment that the schools serve

their constituency (those under 18) by cont'ributing in a

substantially positive way to the individu'als' basic skills,

learning, and socialization. Moreover, each district'and

schoo1evelops its cutriculum organizatiOn and structure

in ways congruent with local needs and demands. Not sur-

prisingly, the, CHSPE is viewed as antithetical to local de-

sires, a product of a coalition of legislators and the State

Departmentl-of Education. .0

The CHSPE itself (as opposed to the(program) raises the ire

of many school officials4 Few have knowledge of pass/fail

criteria, and,fnany disagree with the almost exclusive stress

on functional literacy and applied problem solving items.
'

Mo/- believe that a passingscore on the State Department

of Education - developed' CHSPE' is in. nolkway cemparible to a

regular locally awarded diploma. :Maturation, socialization,

and peer interaction-` are me)St often cited, as the positive
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benefits of high School which are not tested. Further,

the districts themselves are moving in the direction of up-
p

grading their diplomas by requiring demonstraed competency

from students (as required by AB 3408) who are awarded a

local diploma; and while these competencies are "minimal,"

they are eminently representative of local desires.

An almost insouciant'attitude is exhibited by the top ad-.

ministrators: Nearly without exception, district and school

leaders believe that the impact of the CHSPE program on

the schools is minimal. The loss of a.d.a. and subsequent

loss of revenue is not perceived as d6problem, since so few

students elect to, take the CHSPE. Curriculum adjustments

are non-existent, although counselors are kept'somewhat

busieradvising prospective CHSPE examinees.

Only)one di r ct. superintendent ( of a large urban district)

indicated disco ,at the financial disincentives. His tles-

'sage: Remove the revenue losses stemming from examinees

who leave school, and I ch ge my district's attitude toward

the CHSPE. His particular concern is the number of-inid-year'

graduates who, along with the losses from CHSPE, create a

considerable revenue decrease. It is probable that the im-

____

ct of the CHSPE occurs in these marginal situations where

Iid-year graduate losses and declining enrollment losses

combine. i

Questionnaire results. cThe CHSPE Announcement is sent to

all districts and high school site's. When asked if the



administrator had seen the Announcement, 95 percent indicated

they had. The CHSPE Information Bulletin includes a more

thorough explanation of the CHSPE program and also contains

ample questions., Most (88 percent) of the superintendents

and principals (8007 percents) indicated that they were

ware of and had read the Information Bulletin. Several

interviewees discussed their opinions of the CHSPE sample

questions,, and the majority believed the questions were

too easy andfmisleading. Those who commented were told by
1

examinees that the questions found in the Information

Bulletin were not representative of the items on the CHSPE.

Administratdrs reported that, in general, the. Announcement

and Information)Eulletin were aCcessibla to students through

the counseling office,.bulletin.boards in the building, and

through information passed on by various staff persbris.

There was no specific standard procedure followed by schools,

or districts in publicizing the CHSPE. There seem to be

little organized effort on the part of the district and

schOols in prOviding preliminary information pertinent to

the CHSPE. Many (65 percent) belie the State Department

of Education had providlfficient information about the

CHSPE. Comments from those individuals who did not -feel

the Department provided sufficient information,varied greatly
4

and were quite specific; however, questions on norming and

scoring Were common.
--- - 0

When asked if they had seen the "exam, almost all (90 per-

cent) reported never having seen the exam, although they'



expressed a strong desire to peruse it Some of the other

staff members present during the interviews indicated they

had seen copies of the exam while working as proctors during

one of the .idministrations. When asked their opinion of

the CHSPE from what they knew of the exam, responses varied,

but nikt did not feel qualified to answer. When asked if

they felt the exam was too easy, 43, percent said "no" and

33 percent were undecided. Presumably this response was

a result of their knowledge of students who passed and did

not pass the yam. The percent ofl administrators who felt

the exam was too easy was smaller (.23 perbent), yet this

group was far more vocal and articulate in exoressing their

concerns and opinions. They were very concerned that the

exam is too easy and the certificate awarded to those who

pass it should not be equivalent to a high school diploma.

A related concern emerged after interviewers described the

concept of "survival skills" and asked if.the exam should

place emphasis on questions dealing with these kinds of

daily living problems: Seventy-two percent said yes, 17

percent were undecided and 12 percent said no. Generally,

the individuals who felt the exam was too easy felt the

stress on "survival skills" was not desirable. These in-

dividuals had doubts about the State Department of Educq.tion'

744
definihg'what constitutes a high school education vis-a -vis

.-q6k
the CHSPE.. :Many had,strong academic leanings and view.edthe

"survival skills". emphasis as being in fundamental conflict

with their concept of a high school education. In'general,



C
those individuals who were in favor of e phasizing "Survival

skills" felt that the CHSPEas designed for the high school

dropout rathern than the college-1°611nd tudent:

Even though several individuals disagr d with the term

and concept of practicarvival skills," 82 Lcent of

the interviewees felt there was a trend toward increased

emphasis on consumer education; few, however, (8 percent)

10 felt that this increased emphasis was a result of or grew
'/ 1'

w

out of concern over the emphasis on practical skcIls on

the CHSPE. Many attributed the increased emphaSis on con-

01m6r education, to enterprising staff members rather' than

any district policy or curriculum decision. Those fbw who
)

did feel the CHSPE contr'bute& to the increase'in education,

believed'the:CHSPE to be one of several movements in modern

education influencing the secondary curriculum.

The ,State Department of Education releases only the namesk

of examined's who pass, the CH$PE. iNhen asked if the names

of non-passers should also be released, responses were di-
.

vided in their asters and many gave the same rationale

/."-- for conflicting/responses. Among the 37.'percent over ho,

respohded "yes," most wanted these students to bel,id tified

so they could receive counseling and possibly remediation.

lr Their desire tt) know the identity of students was not to

single them out failures'but to help them beogne.succeSS-.

ful. Given th p in faile'rs' self-concepts, this concern

is certainly'val -r-aS far as it goes. Those (57'percent)
,

who felt that the student should not be identified were
4



speaking from of humanistic standpoint'and believed it was

the ?dividual,s' choice to take the CHSPE and his right of

Privacy Should be respeCted: Singling out the non-passers

would Probably contribute to the examinees' sense of fail-

ure.. ° for both "yes" and "no" responses, individuals

were considering theTstudents' self- esteem. Only 7 percent

were undecided on the issue of whether or not to release

non-passers' names, The comparison between superintendents

and princi-Palas In this regard is revealing, in that,half

the P rinci-Pals indicated they wanted the names of non-passers

released, while fewer than one-quarter of the superintene

dents desired the names of non-passers.

Respondents were asked to characterize the attitude of vari

ous individuals or groups in the school' community. The

response are Summarized in Table438 'The ,six choices of

responses werq unfavo /able, neutral, favorable, divided,

or unknown. )Slightly more than half (56 percent) the re-

spondees reported §chool guidance counselors were favorable

toward the CFISpE: Counselors viewed it as a realistic op-

tion.forAstude.nts, especially thosestudents'who are.dis=

enchanted with high school or -unable sucCessfully to cone

with the-constraints -of high school. Counselors actively .

recommended the'clisPE to individuals -'they believed could

profit from the potential options ste ing_frOm it, but the

information was selectively given to ome studentS who )made

.the initial contact.

Interviewees f6,1t that teachers knew very little and had-
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to Interviewee Characterizatib

4

.,
Attltudes Toward the CIISPE

Unfavorable() Neutral

Guidance Counselor 12% 111 14%

Teachers 18% 2%
Student's 2% 19%

Parents 10% 20%

School\oard 20%,

Principals 24%' . 13%
ea.

Superintendents
Whom Y.25u Enow 17% 8%

Yourself 173' 7%

Business. Community 14% 2%

.

Favdra

'56%

20%

49%

17%,

. 23%

*34%

58%

7%

A

4

Divided Unknown

lit: 0%

27% 13%

223 8%

28% 4 25%

17% 23%

24% .

12% 25%

17% 1%

5% , 72%



few strong opinions about the .CHSPE: The response category

with the highesE percentage (27'perceilt) was the "divided"

'category. Interviewees rated students as.ffavorable (49 per-

cent) toward the CHSPE, although interviewees expreSsed%-the

opinion that many students were unaware of the CHSPE. 'The'

fact that nearly half the interviewees charadterized-stu-

dent attitude g,s positive may:reflect the, response bias of

describing only those students who know of the CH5PE:

-- Interviewees selected the divided category wi01. h4.74hest
4

frequency (28 percent) to charadterize the at'titude...of par- 0
4

entth toward the CHSPE. Most parents are probably unaware

of the CHSPE, and the interviewee responses refer only tp

those parent§.who were aware of the CHSPE program.'

When asked. about the schoo boards' attitudes,- interviewees

responded to the six chdi es in a rather uniform distribu-

tion. More than likely the interviewees know very little.
/ ,

about the boards' attitudes,'since there was nearly no evi-

dence of formal board action.

Superintendents characterized the attitude of principals

'as mostly neutral (27 .percent),or favorable (30 percent)

On the other, hand, principals rated their peer grouP as

more than one-third favorabole (37 percent)/ 30 percent un,-

favorable, and 27 percent divided. No principal-felt that

any priricipal was neutral toward the exam. 'Principals felt',

that 37 percent of their superintendents were, favorable,

while 40 percent of superintendents .believed that euperin'-:

tendents are favorable. Both a majority of 'superintendents



.

(53 percent) and of principals (63 percent) rated :themselves

as being favorable. Those who selected the favorable,cate-r

gory inqicate1 they favor the additional optioh provided

the student.

Both principals and superintendent's or their ,designees were

reluctant to' make a definite statement7abOut.the attitude

of busineSs or four-year colleges and universities. Nearly

three-quarters of the interviewees characterized the atti-

tudes as unknown. The least was known about the business

-community; their [attitudes, and whether or riot they would

accept the CHSPE on'an'equal basis wityl'a "foc#1 diplOma:

This findipg reflects the minimal- impact of CHSPE certifi-
,

cate. holders in the; labor market, at least insofar as the.
1)

labor market attitude ,is reflected in the schools. There

was not any clear subjective consensus. as to whether four-.

year colleges .and universities would accept the CHSPE on

an equal basis with the local diploma.

In the second school year of CHSPE operations,' th4otest-
,

was administered thee times. In general, administrators

agreed (55 percent) with this frequency and with the

°Noyember, MarCh, and June timetable.

When asked if they felt compulsorf education,laws requiring-

attendance until the age of 18 or high school graduation

were reasonable, 47 percent fdoit they are not reasonable

and 42 peroent believed they are. More than one-third (37

percent) of the superintendents favored lowering the compul-

,soli at4ndance age, while 53 percent of the principals felt

19 0
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the age ,should be .1OWPred. Mpst who fawred lowering, theL

compulsory attendance ..age believed the schOols.werelittrac.-

tive edough to retain most students.

Administrators reported the types of students who took the '

CHSPE'were,dropouts"or students who wanted to get out of

high school, Severa1 right students took the CHSPE in

order to leave school e rly (to attend-college).or as a

challenge to see how they would do. Interviewees reported

most bright studentsApo pass the CHSPE opt to stay in-high

school and that the types of studentst taking the CHSPE have

not changed signific*antly.,

Most (8Q percent) of bipth the. superintendents and prig cipa

believed the "bright but bored° student should take the

exam. Three-quarters felt! students:who were having difii-
o

culty adapting to school should take the exam, and 88 per-
.

cent believed high school dropouts should.take the exam.

Most superintendents (37 percent) and principals (70 per-
-

cent),did not know of anyone who was'prevented from .taking

the exam be'cause they could not afford the registration fee.

Administrators felt the $10 fee was a reasonable amount to

charge and expressed a hope the cost would not increase..

Howver, if the-fee were raised to $1, the majority of ad-

ministrators' (58 percent).die not believe this increase

Would inhibit 'students from" taking the exam.

Two questions'were asked in an attempt to 'relate the ac-

ceptance of CHSPE'passers with those who "receive a local

diploma,. The guestiorls did not ask whether or not the

191



for certification. Most administrators (63 percent) required

students to talk with a counselor or administrator to obtain

E

certif'cation. The principals were more knowledgeable about

CHSP logistics and site practices. When asked if a record

was kept of person who obtained age certification, 4.3 per-
A ,

cent of superintendents indicated "yes," 30 percent indicated

"no," and 26 percent indicated "other." Most (77 percent)

principals said "yes"; 23 percent said "no." ,Bothadminis7

trative groups were somewhat divided on the subject of fol-

low up. Some (40 percent) of the superintendents indicated

"yes," while 33 percent said "no"; 53 percent.of 'the princi-

pals indicated "yes" and 40 percent indicaied "no.", The

administrator group definitiodsof what constitutes a follow-

up varied greatly, but most referred to questionnaire surveys

-administered at the time of the exam.

In the majority (77 percent) of cases, course requirements

were not suspended for those students who passed the CHSPE

and remained in School. Most (83 percent) of the-inter-

Viewees stated that students who passed the'CHSPE did not-

ask to be rel4ijfed of any cOurse requirements. None of the

administrator said the district would award a.local diploma

to students NhO passed the-CHSPE but whci did not complete .

local gradu tion requirement, Nearly thpe-quarters (72

percent) of the interviewees indicated such students were 4

not allowe to participate. in graduation ceremonies., and

78 percent of those interviewed/stated they gave no special

recognition to students who passed the CHSPE. Obviouslk,
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the schools are riot acvely pr,oVidin4 fo any embellish-

merits of the .CHSPE certificate. Certificate holders are

typically not recognized as having obtaine.d.,WW. special

statusthey axe 'in fa'ct generally ignored. Voweveror a

few schools reported sending a congratulatory Letterlto

passers4 When asked if;, they knew otany students who dropped'

out of school before they received their test results, 23

ercent of the superintendents and 60 percent of the prin-

cipals said ',"yes.",.

The majority (85 percent) of both.groups of administrators

agreed'there.had been few if any requests/to change cur

riculum to meet the needs'of students who passed the CHSPE

and remained in school. ,Nearly all (93 percent) said there,

ha1d been no requests for changes in the curriculum to meet

the'nee4s of those who did not pass the CHSPE.

VerlNew services were offered to those students who did

not pass the CHSPE. Most (75 percent) interviewees stated

they did not provide for any counseling or instructional

remediation,for students who fail the_ CHSPE. Slightly moreo

(77 percent) of the administrators indicated they did not

provide any instructions geared skecificalli toward items

like those on. the CHSPE. In general,
/

al, districts do not pro-

vide much pAitive incentive or instructional help for stu-

dents interested in passing the CHSPE.

Districts overIhelmingly,reported a negligible decline in

a.d.a., as a re ult ofstudents leaving school after passing

the CHSPE. P br to the first cHSPE administration in
s
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DeCOMPert l9701,. percent Of the school or district personnel

thoUght.lOssJOf a.d.a. Might 'be 'a'.potential problem. As many

as 42.perdent !did not perceive the potential loss as
, .

I

a' problem in pecembeill 1975,.--An impressive 82 percent of

the administrators believed asch.a. oss is not.a,current

concern 0-i:Problem. Among the).Z percentyhO reported cony.

cern about-a;d1a. loSs, 52 percent said .there was mo general

distrie-policy tO.deal-04ththe Problem,and 42 percent

did not know of,any policy. Only 17 percent reported their

approach to the CHSPE would bediffetent if loss of, a.d.a.

didn't exist as a potential problemt karly 60 percent Belt

they could not'c1:tarly assess t]e possible outcomes if the

loss of a.c&.. did not exist as a problem. 46-

Senate Bil1,220 of 1975 permits'distiibts to lesSen by 75
- ,

percent the revenue losses which-occur whet enrollment de-
,

.

clines-by
,

more than 1 peeCent in a year. None of the .-,I dis .c

tricts reported considering .=this map4nal.savingsjrhen.

ruminating 'over ,the possible revenue losses frbm stUdents

who leave School because the i pass the-CHSPE. 'Nearly 40

percent of the Aistricts cated tHeir finance personnel

would con 'd t,-these provisi ns if were ,s0-

stantial.

In general, administrators felt,high sch'661,is'a worthwhile'

learning' and matur1ft15,experience acid that mare 'stud nts

-*not take 'the CHSPE bec5apse they are content to, stay in

school with their peerS until graduatioh. A most par-

ents want, their° children1 in school until graduation.
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Mdst (77 percent) of the.individuals interviewed did not

believe the CHSPE would be a major influence in their dis-

tricts or the next few, yeas. 'Nearly'a11 (92

percent) the administrators did not plan'to publicize the

CHSPE any differentlymTrom the way, they are currently.

The majority (87 percenticated there was no noticeable .

iiiipact on their districts or schools as a result of ple

CHSPE rogram.

Many (6 ,percent.) ,,of the principals felt their superinten-

dents h been supportive regarding their approach to the

CHSPE. The ity (78 percent) of respondents reported

there were no written. policies available relating to the

CHSPE; of the 15 percent who indicated they did have poli-

cies in= writing, ost such policies were ubsumed under

broader school olicies. The interview team collected

very few written policy materia cificallylkirected

ward the CHSPE.

High/lo ptilization. High and low utilizationkistricts

And schoo1a were examined liar significant differences on

reaponses.to the interview:clue ions. Statistically sig-

nificant differenteal (P< .10) w re found between -high and

low utilization districts in the olloWing areas:

. Most (78.percent) adminia rato 5 from high utiliz-

ation districts supported he policy of not_re-

leasing the names of non-passe whereas-only 50

1. ,The,Chi SqUare-st4tistic waa'computled'for contigency
.tables with high/low utilization asl the row and' the

j6ther variables_ as the Column of thh contigenCy table.

1,95
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.percent of the administrators from low7utliztion

districts supportd the policy.

More than half (57 perc ent) the adminLtrators
c

from high-utilization districts believed raising

the CHSPE fed to $15 would keen-many additional

students from taking the exaM; only 29' percent of

thoSe from low-utilization districts believed" the

$15 would hinder many students.,

Halt the high-utilization districts in the sample

.are\in'the lower third of districts on the state-
-

wide.percent AFDC scale, compared with only 19

percent of the hi4U-utililation districts. Nearly
(

70 percent of the low-utilization districts are in

the upper third of the percentAFDC _scale, compared

, with 30 petcent'of the' high - utilization districts,
,

1

Statistically significant.differences between higiv.and low

utilization schools were f'ound in the following areas:

In high - utilization' schools more than 80 percent
t

o± the interviewees reported-those who passed the

CH5PE were as qualified to enter the labor market

as those who_received a regular diploma. Only 15

per t of those interviewed to low-utilization

scho ls,believed the same..

Mos.t. administrators (88 percent) from high-itiliz-1

ation schbols reported the types of students taking

the CHSPE have not ghanged since the December, 1975,

CHSPE. This finding, compares with only 54 percent

of the administrators from low-Putilization district

reporing no change..
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All

\

administtators from high-utilization schools
,

4,reported the CHSPE is.a good-idea for dropouts,

compared,with 77 percent of administrator's frblil

low-ttilization schools po,stating.

More thaq one- third 05 percent) of administratoms
A .

- from high-utilization schoo s provide counseling

1'or instructional'remedfatio for students who have

failed the CifsPE; only .8 percent reported providing.w .

.

this service in low-util ion schools.

None of the administrator from low-LUtili ation

chools indicated change Wodld occur, in
: the1.r

schools, as a result, of t erCHSPE program; however,. /

one-fourth the administrtors'from high - utilization

schools indicated some'change as a result of. the

CHSPE' program.,

The results of. the high/low utilization analyses do .not

point clearly to those factors which discriminate between,

the .two types of diStricts or,schobls. 'These few variables

in which statistical Significance was found emerged from°

,a set of 66 varlia6les: It is somewhat surprising that-so,

few statistically significant relationshiPs were found,

. gi,Ven that"More were expected by chance alone. In View

this underwhelthing statistical ,evidence of significant re
, lationships (which may be the result of insensitive measures,

crudely defined utilization index,, or bOth), attempts'to

explain systematic differences between high and low
4!6,

ationOistricts/schoc4s reduceoto speculative fancy
'1,14
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does appear, (subjectiVely), however, that in districts/

schools Where the ambience js facilitative, student centered,
0

entrakized, and replete with openrcommunicatihn, the

HSPE is Likely to function as a non-trivial program,

, serving both* schools'f.nd stddents.

.'

Distric t a.nd school), interview. The following are the re-
, . , ,

sults f personal interviews With 60 admimistiators:interviews,
t

Top administrators perceived he CHSPE a; giperally(
/

.

'

antithetical to local desires: Adminis 66t's have-
...

no AtAtrol over who takes the test nor do they con-
.

`. r

(

tr6iqhe c9ntent-of the exam.

The sample
,

of district superintendents and school
. ,

prihcipals tvpioally viewed the CHSPE as an.;alter,
J. ?

native for those students who were unable :toadapt
,:-

1.
.

,

to the school enviropent--they were 3*$ ethUsiasticn,

about their "brighter",students opting.

CHSPE.

!?take ther
Y`

The adMinistratordid not place,the'state-issued.

CHSPE Certificate of Proficiency on a par with their

local diplomas, However, nelrly half indicated they

believed, .individuals who passed the CHSPE were as

qualified to entet the labor market:as those who

were awarded a local

Pearly all-the top administrators reported that loss of

state-aid', as a result} of CHSPE passers leaving

early, was negligible.i This finding represents



M

I

9. I A

a significant cha ge i attitude,Lince December,

1975: More than half.ttkresponde6s recalled that

in December," 1375, they believed revenge los

resulting from CUSPE early leavera,wouldobe a prob-
.,

lem.

Nearly three-fourths of those interviewed agreed

the'CNSPE should place emphasis on problems dealing
, .

with( daily living.

Most the interviewees did not believ(I ,the tusPE

- .

would be a major influence in their districts or

schools in thq next .few years. 4\
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FINANCIAL IMPACT

-

The structure of publid' school finance in California,
a

involving both state and local funds raised and expended

pursuant.to state law, is quite complex: A detailed, exami-,

nation of.the effects of the qESPE program. on the income
.1 .`

and expencliture of local- scAoolsvis accordingtly beyorid the

scope of this report. The ,finances of the CHSPE program

itself can be outlined for the 'period .00vered in this re-
.

port, hOwever, as can the program's approxiMate effe'dt 'on

state Apportionments of education mone's to local school

districts. )
In the fiscal year 1975-76, which included the December,

1975,.and March 1976, administrations_of the*CHS'PE, as well

as the exam development and administration activities in=

cidentel theret0 carried betWeen:Zbly:1, I915,:.and

June; 30, State7Department of Education overhead

-.costs (chiefly salaries" and benefits) (allocable to the

CHSPE progcaM totaled $315,350. Pursuant to the terms of

their contract with the Department of Education Educational

Testing Service's' billings to the Department for the pro-.

'ducts and ,services theys#pplied to the qH0P program totaled:-

$205;513, Total combined C.USPE costs to :010 Statetreasury

in fiscal year 1975thils amounted to $315,350. Net ap-
"

plicatiOn fee receipts for the DeceMbert 197-5, MarCh'i
'9-

1977, -exams (after deduCting refunds) totaled' $316 p4o,



Thus total CHSPg.program income:exceededtotar. program
-

costs for the 1975-76 fiscal year. by $1,590, which

,reverts to tAmostate treasury's General Fun., The state's

182 ,

taxpayeFs; in other words realized ,fCs.light profit

from the .CHSPE program's first year Of.operation.

Much more significant are the savings in apportipnments. of

education funds to local school districts resultiAg from

students who passed the CHSPE leaving school before they

otherwise would have.

The schools report that, overall,/ approximately 75 percent

of their students who pass the CHSPE leave ;school soon

thereafter. For the purpose of broad cal.c lations, the

fa/lowing assumptions were made:

Fifty-seven percent of those leaving were eleve nth

graders, 43 percent were twelfth graders (the

statewide proportion).

Thirty percent of those leaving e'from "basic

aid" districts.(which receive the inimum amount

of flat-rate aid per student then in offect) and

70 percent from 'tqualization aid"'districts (which

in addition to t,te flat-rate "basic aid" per stu-

dent also received a separate category of aid fig-
!

scale correstmmtlinciftodindividualured on arniiding
distric,

tassessed valuation and designed to mitigate

disparities among districts of assessed valuation

per student (this was also the. statewide proportion)
.

Equalization aid amounts were converted to average
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amounts ner studen for secondary-only districts

and unified districts (since there is a separate

sliding scele for each, unified being lower).

Forty percent of those leaving had attended secon-
.

dary districts and 66 percent unified districts

(the statewide proportion) .

The actual numbers of students leaving were re-

duced by three percent to account Dkr average ab-

senteeism, since state aid is apportioned on the

basis of actual attendance.

Further, for the Dedember exam_ it was assumed that all

eleventh graders who passed and left were skipping a. year

and a half of attendance, twelfth graders only ne semester.

For the March exam, it was assumed that eleventh graders

were skipping one year and that twelfth graders would simply

finish out the year, skipping.n6 school at all

' Using these assumptions, it was calculated that CHSPE oper-
,

ations in the 1975-76 fiscal year resulted in a net savings

to the state's General Fund, in apportionments that would
411.0

otherwise have been made to local high schools, of
t
4,895,361..,

Even if thoSe students who left schOolearly immediately re-

enrolled in public colleges, these savings still stand, of

course, since they result from a net reduction of the time

spent by:these students in all public schools. This approxi-

mate 5 million dollarsavings to the State Treasury was also

matched by a very roughly equal amount of unlevied locl

property taxes.


